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The Director-General of the World Health Organization has requested
the Regional Directors to bring to the attention of the WHO Regional
Committees recent developments regarding the Expanded Program of Technical
Assistance as presented in the following statement.

1. Introduction

1.1 The report of the Technical Assistance Board to the Technical
Assistance Committee on "Project Programming" (Document E/TAC/1OS) and
the report of the Technical Assistance Committee to the Economic and
Social Council on the same subject (Document E/3547) are attached. The
two resolutions on "Country Programming Procedures" appear in Annex V,
and in paragraph 129, page 36, of Document E/3547. The decisions
recorded in the reports and in the resolutions are submitted for the
information of the Regional Committee, since they will affect that part
of the: programme of WHO which is financed from the Expanded Program
of Technical Assistance.

1.2 The Executive Board at its wenty-Seventh Session adopted resolu-
tion EB27.R61/expressing "satisfaction that the Economic and Social
Council has approved in principle, the system of project programming",
and at its twenty-eighth session in resolution EB28.R15
expressed "its appreciation of this further step in the development of
the programme procedures of the Expanded Programme of Technical
Assistance".

1.3 Subsequently the Technical Assistance Committee at its 1961 summer
session considered the report of the Technical Assistance Board
(Document E/TAC/lO5) on methods of implementing the decision to adopt

1/ Off. Rec. 'ld. Hlth. Org., 108, p. 4 (par. 2)

directing council
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project programming and eliminate agency planning shares and sub-totals.
In the resolution in Annex V of Document E/3547 the Technical Assistance
Committee endorsed in general the Technical Assistance Board's recommen-
dations, decided that long-term projects should be prepared and submitted
for their entire duration, and that the Technical Assistance Committee
should approve these projects for no more than four years at a time. The
Technical Assistance Committee also decided that the present two-year
programming cycle should be extended on an experimental basis for the
years 1963-1964, and the next country requests of governments for
Technical Assistance are to be made for that biennium.

1.4 In the second resolution on country programming procedures, in
paragraph 129, page 37, of Document E/3547, the Technical Assistance
Committee recommended that the Executive Chairman of the Technical
Assistance Board should "invite the Executive Secretary of each of the-
Regional Economic Commissions to present his views on the economic and
social factors to be taken into account in the preparation of programmes
of technical co-operation in countries of his region."

2. Implications for WHO

2.1 It will be recalled that the Executive Board at its Twenty-Fifth
Session in Resolution EB25.R52 invited "health administrations, in con-
sultation with regional offices, to ensure that health projects planned
beyond the biennium 1961-1962, assisted under the Expanded Programme,
are requested for their full duration through the appropriate govern-
mental authority".l/ The planning of national health projects with the
co-operation of WHO for the full duration of assistance to the time when
the activity can be continued by the health authorities without interna-
tional staff has been an accepted principle of the Organization from the
beginning of its program of assistance to governments, (Resolution
EB2.Rl). / This principle was reiterated in the Third General Program of work
for the period 1962-1965 inclusive, adopted by the Thirteenth World
Health Assembly as follows: "In projects of assistance to governments
it should be recalled that such projects are government projects and
that the role of WHO is that of assistance only until such time as the
government is able to cary on without external aid. This implies that
only such projects as are sufficiently well founded upon government
support for the present and upon equally well founded planning for the
future should be selected for assistance in implementation".3/

1/ Off. Rec. Wld. Hlth. Org., 99, p. 25 (par. 3)
2/ Handbook of Resolutions arid Decisions, fifth ed., p. 95
3/ Off. Rec. Wld. Hlth. Org., 102, Annex 2, p. 54 (par. 202)
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2.2 In the light of the decisions of the Technical Assistance Committee
noted in paragraph 1 above, the Regional Committee may wish to confirm
their full support of the principle that health projects should be
planned for the full duration of the assistance expected of WHO. More-
over, the Regional Director and his staff would welcome an opportunity
during the meetings of the Regional Committee to review with members of
the Regional Committee individually the projects in their respective
countries and consult them on the duration of all projects assisted
under the Expanded Programme which (a) are already in operation and will
continue into 1963, and (b) are planned to start before the end of 1962
and to continue in the biennium 1963-1964.

Annexes: Document E/TAC/105
Document E/3547
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Report of the Technical Assistance Board

on "Project Programming"

INTRCDUCTION

1. At its stummer session in 1960, the Economic and Social Council adopted

resolution 786 (XXX) on country progral]ni,'g.i procedures. Under this resolution

the Council approved in principle the system of project programming recommended

by TAB (E/TAC/97), and requested the Board to submit to TAC, at its 1961 summer

session, specific recommendations for simplification and improvement of the

programming procedures, "in particular by project programming, the elimination

of agency sub-tdtals from country planning targets and the elimination of the

present system of agency planning shares".

2. The present report, submitted in response to this resolution of the

Council, takes into account the comments and suggestions which were made last

summer in the Technical Assistance Committee during the discussions that 
led

to the adoption of resolution 786 (cXXX). It also includes the Board's views

on the question of the level of regional programmes, which was referred to

TAB by the Committee.

3. In its first report on "project programning" (E/TAC/97), the Board

recommended the adoption of project programming with effect from 1963, i.e.

after the expiration of the biennium 1961-1962 for which two-year programming

had already been adopted on an experimental basis. The Board had stressed

that "project programming,under which all projects would be prepared and

approved for their entire duration", in effect "represents a logical extension

of the decisions already taken"; and that such procedures would "considerably

61-10773
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facilitate the orderly develominent and implementation of projects, especially

those of a longer term character.". The Board and the Committee identified

a number of'issues which would have to be clarified before the proposed pro-

cedures could be finally adopted. These issues have been considered by the

Board and its reconnmendations are contained in the present report.

4. The specific questions arising in connexion with the adoption of

project progranmning can be best considered under three major headings:

(a) The construction and articulation of projects under the

new system;

(b) The procedural changes that would be required for

progralrife planning; and

(i) F'inauciail rr!;:tters.

This report is presented in three sections dealing respectively with

these three categories of questions:

I. FORMULATION AND SUBMISSION OF PROJECTS

Definition of short-term and long-term projects

5. In the context of project programming, 'it is necessary to distinguish

betweea short and long-term projects in view of their practical implications

:ill te'Ims of formulation and articulation of projects and of financial proce-

clduJ' and rules relating to their implementation.

6. At the 1960 Geneva session of TAC, _t was suggested by some members

that the definition of short and long-term projects could be conveniently

related .to the definition of the programming cycle, and that projects falling

within one programming cycle could be treated as short-term, the rest being

treated as long-term. For reasons explained later (vide para. 26 below) the

Board recommends the extension of the two-year programming cycle for another

biennium covering the years 1963 and 1964. Accordingly, the Board suggests

the following definitions of short and long-term projects:

(a) Any Froject planned to be started and completed within

twenty-four consecutive Mionths will be considered a $

short-term project: and

(b) Any project of a longer duration will be considered

a long-term project.
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Proportion of long-term and short-term projects

7. As emphasized last year in the Board's report on country programming

procedures, short-term projects will continue to play an important role in

the Expanded Programme. The examples then given are well worth quoting again:

"Recipient Governments often require and ask for short-term advice in public

administration, economic advice for evolving a rational pattern of priorities

among competing needs, and fellowships to train nationals who might later

serve as counterparts of international experts; last but not least, short-term

missions are quite often essential forerunners of long-term projects in the

sense that such missions are used to carry out preliminary surveys and studies

for preparing long-term projects on sound lines". There is, however, no doubt

that the programme as approved by TAC will continue to contain a considerable

number of long-term projects of more than two years' duration and in many

cases running into several years. It is in relation to these long-term

projects that the question of project prug'inrmming acquires real significance.

8. The Technical Assistance Committee stressed the need for greater

flexibility in the programme and, in this connexion, pointed out that project

programming should not be allowed "to lead to a proliferation of long-term

projects, thereby freezing in advance an unduly high proportion of the avail-

able resources for such projects". In order to maintain a suitable balance

between short-term and leng-term projects, some members felt that the Board

might examine the desirability of fixing some flexible percentage limit up to

which it would be permissible to authorize long-term projects (E/3419, para.

68).

9. The Board has given considerable thought to this question and feels

that, at least in the initial stages of project programming, it would be

desirable not to fix a proportion, even on a flexible basis, between short-

term and long-term proJects. Several considerations h:!.ve impelled the Board

to this tentative conclusion: The proportion of long and short-term projects

may, and does, vary considerably from country to country and from organization

to organization, according to the types of assistance requested by the recipient

Governments and the fields of activities covered by the organizations. No
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reasonable proportion between the two types of projects can be recommended

without taking into account the proportion now existing between the two, and

this can be ascertained only after the long-term projects included in the

1961-62 programme have been reviewed and reformulated on the new basis. There

is also the practical consideration that short and long-term projects as

defined above are relative, and not absolute, concepts and in practice, it

would be possible to break down many long-term projects into two or more short-

term ones in order to stay within a given percentage limit, which would distort

the picture, without benefiting the programme.

10. The Board feels that the risk of excessive long-range commitments

developing within the programme can easily be exaggerated, and in any case it

ghould not be serious in the early stages of project programming. The

Committee will be in a position to judge the effect of long-term commitments

on future progranmes only after all long-term projects continuing beyond 1962

are prepared and submitted with cost estimates, year by year, for their

entire duration. The Board considers that, for the period 1963-64, it should

be sufficient for the Board to exercise the necessary vigilence in respect of

the forward colrdmitments of long-term projects, and to report to the Conunittee

should any serious difficulties be encountered. The Board will also consider

in due course the relationship between short and long-term projects for the

next programme period.

Definition of project

11. A project in the present context. is considered to be an undertaking

planned, executed or approved by a Government or Governments, with the assis-

tance cr through one or more of the Participating Organizations, to achieve,

within a specified period of time, a defined objective which is within the

general development plan or programmne of the country.

12. The international assistance may be provided in the form of experts,

fellowships, and supplies and equipment. The Government provides such counter-

part personnel as are necessary and, as far as possible, buildings, secretarial

staff, local transport, financial support including contribution towards the

local cost of' experts, and any other locally available services and supplies;
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normally the Government.undertakes to continue or follow up the project upon

completion of the international assistance.

Some essentials of project programming

135. As compared with the practice hitherto followed, preparation of long-

term projects under a system of project programming will have two distinguish-

ing features: (a) each project would be prepared in considerable depth and

for its entire duration; and (b) it would be approved for its whole duration

subject to a maximum period to be suitably defined.

Articulation of project

14. As noted in.the first report of the Board on project programming

(E/TAC/97, para. 4), a number of measures had already been taken by TAB and

TAC to ensure that projects are considered in all their important aspects by

the recipient Governments and the Organizations prior to their submission to

TAC. This constituted an important step in the direction of project

programming and, to a large extent, the type of information which should form

an integral part of a long-term project was spelled out in resolution 700 (XXX).

15. Normally, a long-term project submission should be prepared so as to

contain the following basic information in concise fomn:

(a) Nature of project covering (i) the main objectives of the

project; (ii) its relationship to any wider development

plan or programme, or to any specific targets, whether

or not related to the latter; and (iii) its relationship

to other similar or complementary projects, whether past

or existing, including assistance requested from other

sources.

(b) Duration of project with estimated commencement and

completion dates.

(c) Project components showing the types of assistance to be

provided, namely experts, fellowships, equipment and

supplies.

(d) Estimated cost of project with detailed break-down for

the first biennium of operation and total estimated costs

I
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for each year, or each programming period, thereafter

up to its completion.

(e) Counterpart support of the Government indicating (i) facilities

to be provided by the Government; and (ii) availability of

counterpart personnel and of candidates for fellowships

and arrangements to be made for national counterparts.

(f) Future of the project: Plans, if any, for continuing the

project after international assistance has been completed.

Project authorization

16. In the report submitted to TAC last year, the Board suggested that a

long-term project might be authorized by TAIC for a maximum period of five

years at one time, and that any longer-term projects would require review and,

possibly, re-definition and re-approval by TAB and TAC.for their continuation

beyond the initial five-year period. This suggestion was in principle accepted O

by TAC. It was, however, suggested by some members that there might be some

advantage in reducing the maximum period of authorization to four years,

particularly if T,,C decided to continue the programming exercise on a two-

year cycle even after 1962, since in that case the four-year limit would

correspond to two complete programming cycles (X/3419, para. 64).

17. The Board has considered the question in the light of last year's dis-

cussions of TAC and on the recommendation now made by the Board to continue the

two-year cycle on an experimental basis for the years 1963-64. For the

present, the Board suggests that the raximum period of project authorization

may be tentatively fixed at six years, subject to a further review of this ques-

tion in the summer of 1963.at the time of re-examining the question of the

optimum programming cycle.

Programme submission

18. Long-term projects will be prepared and submitted for the entire

period of their duration even though TAC authorization may be restricted to a

maximum period of six years at one time. The programme may be conveniently

submitted to TAC in four parts dealing respectively with:
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(a) New short-term projects;

(b) New lonlg-term projects;

(c) Long-terla projects already authorized; and

(d) Major changes introduced in the authorized long-term

projects.

Prograrme approval

19. .As already mentioned, the Technical Assistance Ccmmittee would be

asked to approve long-term projects for their full duration up to a maximum

of six years, provided that they will be resubmitted for approval (i) at

the end of the initial six years if they are planned to continue beyond

t.hat period, or '(ii) at an earlier date if the projects undergo major

changes that would require TAC approval.

Change in projects

20. During the operational period. The need for flexibility in effecting

programme changes found necessary by the recipient Government was underlined

by the Board and the Committee last summer. Cnce a long-term project is

authorized, the Government concerned might well find it necessary to amend

the project in consultation with the Participating Organizations.

Sufficiently flexible procedures will therefore be needed to allow enough

freedom to introduce changes with reasonable promptness. Similarly, the

procedure imust provide enough flexibility to the Organizations for smooth

and efficient operation of the programme. The Board believes that, as

in the past, changes in projects in tile course of the operational period

could be authorized by the Executive Chairman and reported to the Committee

through the Board's annual report on programme activities.

21. For subsequent periods. If substantive changes are contemplated for

subsequent progrunme periods, prior approval of TAC would be required in

respect of:

(a) Any change in the purpose, objective or scope of a

project of such a nature as to render obsolete the

information provided under paragraph 15;
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(b) Any substantive change in the types of assistance

requested requiring the addition or substitution

of experts, fellowships and equipment;

(c) Any change resulting in a revision by more than 20

per cent of the estimated costs of the project as

approved for the ensuing year or years.

22. In the interest of maintaining sufficient operational flexibility,

it may be necessary, in urgent and exceptional cases, for the Executive

Chairman to approve any substantive change in the types of assistance

requested requiring the addition or substitution of experts, fellowships,

and equipment and supplies in anticipation of TAC approval.' However, such

cases would be reported to TAC at the time of seeking approval for other

programme changes mentioned in the preceding paragraph.

Plans of operations

23. On several occasions the Board has emphasized the importance of

plans of operations as a means of ensuring the orderly implementation of

long-term projects. Reference may be made to the annual reports of the

Board for 1958 and 1959 respectively (in particular E/3226, para. 62, and

E/3337, para. 51). The Committee, at its twenty-eighth session held in

July 1959, endorsed the views of the Board on the subject (E/3298, para.

22), and in particular "welcomed the increasing use of plans of operation,

wnich contributed to the improved regulation of long-term projects and to

their gradual and orderly transfer to the Government. As stated in the

report, a plan of operation 'includes, as a matter of course, dates for

commencement and completion of a project; it also spells out the obliga-

tions of each party for the entire period the project will be in operation

....'(E/3226, para. 62)".

24. It may be assumed that once long-term projects are formulated on

the lines indicated above, there should be no serious practical difficulty

in working out; in consultation with the recipient Governments, suitable

plans of operations for carrying out these projects. It should be appre-

ciated that long-term projects show considerable variations from one

organization to another and that, consequently, a plan of operation that
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would be appropriate for one organization may not be so for others. However,

the Board might at a later stage consider the desirability, and the feasibility,

of. evolving a standard plan of operation which would be simple but effective

and which, with some changes, could be adopted to meet the specific needs of

each organization.

II. PROCEDURES FCR PLANNING THE ERCGRAMME

Duration of the programming cycle

25. Two-year programming was adopted by TAC on an experimental basis

for the years 1961-62. The question therefore arises whether the intro-

duction of project programming should supersede the two-year cycle or whether

it would be desirable to continue the same cycle even under project

programming. At the last summer session of TAC, several members expressed

themselves in favour of reverting to the one-year cycle, while others felt

that the question might be further considered by the Board.

26. The Board recognizes that the question needs further consideration.

However, the Board is convinced that it is important to prevent too many

procedural changes within a short period of time and has arrived at the

conclusion that any decision to revert to one-year programming would be

premature at this stage. The Board therefore recommends:

(a_ That the two year.programming cycle adopted on an

experimental basis be continued for a further period

of two years covering 1963 and 1964; and

(b) That the question of the programming cycle be

reconsidered at the 1963 summer session of TAC in

the light of the practical experience that will

have been gained during the intervening period.

27. It may be added that, within this two-year cycle, the Board intends

to carry out an informal annual review of the programme in order to facilitate

its orderly implementation with any adjustments that may be found necessary.
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Advancing the planning period

28. At the 1.960 Geneva session of the Committee, some consideration was

given to the question of advancing the planning time-table. It was pointed

out by scme members that "while preparation of' the programme as a whole was

normally begun about one year in advance, some of the participating Organi-

zations began their programme planning almost two years ahead of the actual

initiation of projects, and it was suggested that this practice might with

advantage be made more general.' In particular, the preparation of the

programme for the period beginning with 1 January 1963 might start in

1961 instead of in 1962". The Committee desired that the Board consider the

question in principle and comment on it in its next report on country

programming procedures (E/3419, para. 67).

29. One organization has suggested that, even under project programming,

the planning, negotiation and approval of progranmles should be advanced one

year. Most of the other organizations are, however, of the opinion that

advancing the planning time-table by one year would unduly lengthen the

period between the planning and the implementation of projects, and that

this in turn would subject the approved programme to correspondingly more

numerous amendnents, which, in some instances, might even necessitate a

partial re-programming with the attendant disadvantages. In any case, it

is believed that the general question of advancing the planning time-table

for one year could be more appropriately considered after the actual

introduction of project programming and in the light of the experience that

would'be gained in the intervening period.

30. Meanwhile, there is the more specific question of the preparation

of the first programme under the new system, and here the Board believes

that at least some of the basic steps relating to the preparation of the

programme for the period beginning with 1 January 1963 might, as suggested

by the Ccmmittee, very well start in 1961 instead of waiting until 1962.

Transition from the present system to project programming, embracing the

large number of projects that will co6tinue beyond 1963, will involve a

good deal of additional work on the part of the recipient Governments and

of most of. the Participating Organizations. Consequently, the Board expects
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to initiate the preparation of the 1963-64 programme immediately after decisions

have been taken by TAC and the Council on the proposals submitted in the pres:.ent

report.

Planning of "country procrlammes"

31. In resolution 786(XXX) the Council reaffirmed "its belief that countries

receiving aid. should have free chcice of carefully considered programmlles and

projects" and also emphasized that "Participating Organizations should continue

to advise and assist the recipient Governments in the planning and in the implement-

ation of programmes and projects and to review the technical aspects of the pro-

grammes and projects for which they assume responsibility". The Committee

and the Council considered that a simplification in the procedures

of country programming was essential and that "such simplification could be

promoted by eliminating agency sub-totals from country targets and by eliminating

the present system of planning shares of the Participating Organizations".

32. The Board feels that while the introduction of' "project programming" will

greatly facilitate continuity of operations on long-term projects, it is essen-

tial that the continuing commitments of projects already authorized including

commitments in respect of projects promoted from Category II, be treated as

the minimum level of an agency's activities in a given country, so that the

aggregate of the commitments of all the Participating Organizations would set

the floor below which the target of that country would not be allowed to fall.

This would have to be treated as the most important element in fixing individual

country targets.

33. In addition, the Board would, as in the past, have to consider the resources

available for the progranme as a whole. Due consideration would have -to be

given also to such factors as per capita income and size of population, the

extent of assistance from other sources, and the capacity for absorbing tech-

nical assistance.

34. The official letter of the Executive Chairman to a recipient Government

commanicating the country target would, among other things, emphasize the

following points:

(a) The over-all programme-requests must not exceed the

target;
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(b) The continuing commitments in respect of long-term

projects which may depart from the amounts already

authorized only within the limits set in paragraph

21 of this report, should be considered as a first

charge against the target;

(c) Subject to the above, the Government should feel free

to use the balance of funds for new projects to meet its

priority needs.

35. In this connexion the Board would like to draw the attention of She Committee

to sub-para. B II(vi) of Council resolution 542 B (XVIII) which provides that,

in order to avoid substantial fluctuations in the total amounts entrusted to

e'ach Partioipating Organization from year to year, the amount allocated to each

of them for the coming year "shall not be less than 85 per cent of the amount

allocated to them under the current year's Programme, except that, if the estimat-

ed net financial resources for the ensuing year fall below total allocations made

(luring the current year, the amount allocated to each Participating Organization

shall not be less that 85 per cent of its proportion of the allocation for the

current year". The Bo;lrd assumes that this particular provision of the govern-

ing legislation would not be affected by any amendments to be introduced as a

result of the revised country programming procedures.

Preparation of country programme-requests

36. The role of the Resident Representatives in co-ordinating the consult-

ations between the various ministries or departments and the Participating

Organizations will tend to increase under a system of project programming as

now envisaged. Ministries or departments of the recipient Governments as well

as the Organizations are likely to feel the need, even more that in the past,

to associate the Resident Representative in the consultations which lead to

the development of individual projects.

37. As mentioned at the last summer session of TAC, some Governments might

experience difficulty in formulating long-term projects on the basis contemplated

in the project prOgram;ming procedures. In such cases, it will be necessary for

the Participating Organizations and the Resident Representative to assist the
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Governments in overcoming this difficulty. In fact, the adoption of project

programming will call for increased technical advice and professional guidance

from the organizations for the preparation of long-term projects.

38. As in the past, the Participating Organizations will continue to render

technical advice and guidance at the request of the Governments for developing

technical assistance projects. More specifically, they will assist the

appropriate departments of the government to assess problem areas in their

fields of competence and recommend projects which may help to define or resolve

these problems; collaborate in project planning and development, including

assistance in determining -the nature, scope, duration and cost of the project,

and in drafting the plan of operation containing the objectives, plan of

action and commitments of signatories, including continuation of the activity

by the government after assistance is withdrawn; assist the national depart-

ments concerned in preparing project descriptions to be submitted to the

national co-ordinating or planning committee as justifications for inclusion

of projects in the country programme; stimulate, and participate in, the

periodic assessment of the projects with the government and TAB representative

with a view to ensuring that specific objectives are realized. The Participating

Organizations will take the necessary steps to keep the TAB representatives fully

informed of each of these phases of their work and will provide technical advice

to them. The TAB representatives will, when so requested, act on behalf of

the Participating Organizations.

39. The successful operation of the new programming procedures will depend

to a great extent on a fully satisfactory functioning of the national planning

and co-ordinating machinery. Recipient Governments will therefore have to

be encouraged in every possible way to reinforce their present planning and

co-ordinating units, in order to make these units fully representative of the

various services concerned with economic and social development and to invest

them with adequate authority.

40, As under existing procedures, the Government will finalize its country

.j.cogramme-request in consultation with the Resident Representative, making

adequate provision to cover all continuing commitments (resolution 542 (XVIII),

*And transmit it to the Executive Chairman and the Participating Organizations
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through the Resident Representative. The Board will examine the individual

programme-requests and submit the over-all programme to TAC for review and

approval.

Regional and inter-regional projects

41. At its 1960 summer session, the Committee considered a proposal made

by the International Civil Aviation Organization to the effect that the

proportion of resources to be allocated to the agency for regional and inter-

regional projects should be raised from the existing ceiling of 12 per cent

to 20 per cent of the total resources available for the field programme. During

the discussion on the proposal, the Tlorld Meteorological Organization requested

that the same action be applied to its programme. The two agencies emphasized

the importance of work at the regional level in the fields of aviation and

meteorology.

42. During the discussion on this proposal, a suggestion was made that the

12 per cent ceiling at present in force for regional and inter-regional

projects and applicable uniformly to all the Participating Organizations,

might be replaced by a system that would permit variable percentage ceilings

for regional projects to different Participating Organizations without an

increase in the total percentage for such projects. After some discussion

the Committee decided to refer the matter to the Board with the request to

consider all its implications and to submit a recommendation to the Committee

for consideration at its 1961 summer session (E/3419, paras. 19-20).

43. The Board has carefully considered the matter in the light of the TAC

discussions, and also of the growing need for the regional approach felt by

other Organizations in several important fields of their activities.

Particular reference may be made to the newly independent and emergent

countries of Africa, where technical assistance projects are often likely to

be more effective as well as economical if conceived and implemented on a

regional basis. The Board therefore feels that it would be desirable to

raise the total percentage ceiling for regional and inter-regional projects

to a somewhat higher level applicable to all the Participating Organizations O

and to supplement it to some extent for four agencies, i.e. ICAO, TMO, ITU

and IAEA which, in v'ew of the present small sizes of their programmes, find
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themselves often handicapped in adopting the regional approach even when this

is considered essential in the interest of rendering effective technical

assistance.

44. Accordingly, the Board makes the following specific recommendations:

(a) That the proportion of funds to be devoted to regional

and inter-regional projects be raised to 15 per cent

of the overall resources available for the field programme;

(b) That.an additional 1 per cent of the sane resources

be set aside for ICAO, I1I0, ITU and IAIA; and

(o) That the amounts so retained be allocated by the

Executive Chairman among the Participating Organizations,

due consideration being given to their respective

programmes for 1961-62.

4.5. The Board further recommends that the proposals made above be adopted,

in the first instance, for the 1963-64 biennium and that the whole question

be again reviewed by the Committee at its 1963 summer session.

Cate-gory II pro.gramme

;iC. Under project programming the function of the Category II programme

wiould continue to be the same as at present; nor is any change considered

necessary in its present level which, in general, amounts to 50 per cent of

the Category I programme.

47. For promoting'a long-term Category II project to Category I it will

be necessary to satisfy the following conditions: its preparation and

submission should conform to the outline given in paragraph 15; enough

savings will have to be identified by the Organization concerned for financ-

ing the project within the operational biennium, as is also the case at present;

where the project is expected to continue beyond the programming biennium, the

Government will have to give necessary advance assurance for its continuation,

as implied in paragraph 32 above; and the project will have to be submitted to

TAC for approval at the appropriate -time.
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Planning reserves

48. After reviewing the use of the "planning reserves" in the context of,

project programming procedures, the Board feels that the present arrangement

should be maintained at least for the preparation of the 1963-64 programme.

This provides that 2 per oent of the resources is held in reserve by the

Participating Organizations at the planning stage for marginal adjustments

(such as increase in project costs) in their final regional or country programmes

and 3 per cent by the Executive Chairman for subsequent adjustments in country

programmes as well as for assisting new or smaller agencies in the development

of their programmes.

III. FINANCIAL MATTERS

49. The Board considered what changes, if any, were required in the financial

rules and procedures of the Programme in order to implement the recommendations

set forth in Parts I and II above on "Projeot programming".

50. It was noted that the present legislation provides for annual allocation

of funds to the Participating Organizations to implement the programme which is

approved on a two year basis. The proposed changes in procedures for the

planning and approval of the lProgramme, which maintain the present biennial

cycle for 1963-1964, do not make it necessary to modify existing legislative

prov'sfcns regarding the annual allocation of funds to the Participating

Organizations. Nor would these proposals require amending the provisions of

resolution 785 (XXX) which allow the organizations to retain unobligated funds

at the end of the first year of the biennium for implementing projects in the

- second year. It appears to be necessary, therefore, only to extend the financial

provisions relating to 1961-1962 to the biennium period 1963-1964, with appropriate

change in language to take into account that the Programme is planned and approved

on a "project programming" basis.

51. The Board also examined whether its proposals on "project programming"

should be accompanied by the suggestion bf a broader revision of the present

financial policies and procedures of the Programme leading to the adoption of
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a system of "project financing". Under such a procedure the funds necessary for

the implementation of the programme would be allocated to the Participating

Organization on a project by project basis for the duration, or at least for

a large part of the life of, each project. It was the opinion of the Board, in

line with the views expressed last summer by several members of the Committee

(E/3419, paras. 71 and 72) that proposals on this subject required a thorough

study of all their implications and that more experience should be acquired with

the new system of "project programming" before such a study could be usefully

undertaken. 'hile the question could be reviewed at a later stage, there are

clear advantages in keeping, for the time being at least, the changes in the

financial procedures of the programme to a minimum. With experience, other

issues may arise, in particular with respect of currency utilization problems,

that may -also need to be considered in any general review of the Programme

financial policies and practices.

52. The Board therefore recommended the continuation in 1963-1964 of the

basic financial provisions governing allocations funds to the Participeting

Organizations as well as of the regulations on earmarking and obligation of

funds.

53. iSnmilarly and in the lig;ht of the above considerations, the Board would

reou;lmlenl maintaining for 1963-1964 the rilles and procedures relating to

r.-:,ilj!mlcoy authorizations to meet urgent needs during the biennium.
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Report of the Technical assistance Committee
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Item II

ANNUAL REPORT OF TIE TECHtNICAL ASSISTANCE BOARD TO TLE
TECHNICAL aSSISTANICE CCi,.iITTEE

3. The Executive Chairman of the Technical Assistance Board presented to the

Committee the annual report of the Board for 1960 (Z/3471). The Conmmittee expressed

satisfaction with the form and content'of the report and was pleased to note that

the report had been ready and distributed in the three working languages well in

advance of the meeting. Many members congratulated the Executive Chairman on the

excellence and comprehensiveness of the report, as well as on his lucid and

informative opening statement.

General Review of the 1960 Activities

4. The Committee noted with satisfaction that for 1960, pledjg contributions had

reached a level higher than in any previous year, so that there was no need to resort

to such an exceptional measure as borrowing from the Working Capital and Reserve

Fund, as had been necessary in 1959. The implemented programnw for 1960, at

$27.91 million, was apparently a little smaller than the corresponding progranme 4
of $28.67 million in 1959, but this was due pri:iarily t., a slie,1rly lower level of

deliveries in equipment and supplies.

5. The'Committee welcomed the continuing growth of the activities of the programme

as evidenced by the fact that, during the year under review, assistance was provided

directly to 103 countries and territories, while another twenty-three participated

in the progranme by sending fellows to regional'training projects.' In some respects,

the most striking development was the increase in the progranmne for Africa, which

rose from 8.9 per cent of total EPTA assistance in 1956 to 15.3 per cent in 1960,

while the programme planned for African countries in 1961-62 amounted to 30.6 per

cent of the total programme.
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6. As regards contributions pledged for 1961, the Committee was particularly

gratified to note that the total amounts pledged already exceeded $41 million,

even though several pledges had yet to be auniounced in full. Cf the eighty-seven

Governments contributing to the programune in 1961, thirty-six had increased their

contributions as compared with 1960, while six newly independent countries had

become contributors for the first time. Some members, in the course of their

statements on.'the EPTA activities, indicated the intentions of their Governments

to announce siz-eable increases in the contributions to be pledged at the next

Pledging Conference.

7. Several members expressed the view that contributions should be made in

readily convertible currencies, except in those cases where a country's balance-

of-payments position was demonstrably precarious, and emphasized that contributions

in non-convertible currencies resulted in hampering full freedom of choice for the

recipient countries in requesting technical assistance. Other members held that

the voluntary nature of contributions to EPTH meant that the donor countries should

have complete freedom in deciding on the size and form of their contributions; and

that the basic criterion should be the usability, not the convertibility, of their

contributions. The Executive Chairman, while stating that the question involved

was essentially one to be decided by the Committee and the contributing Governments

re-affirmed the Board's view that full, or at least partial, convertibility was a

matter of great assistance to the Participating Organizations in administering the

programme. he also assured the Committee that meanwhile the Board was doing its

best to ensure the utmost possible utilization of the financial resources placed

at its disposal by the donor countries. Some members drew attention to the fact

that no action had as yet been taken "on the German Democratic Republic's offer of

a contribution to the Programme".

Experts and Recruitment

8. The Committee noted that, as in previous years, experts had been drawn from a

wide geographic range and that, in all, they served on 2,258 assignments in seventy-

eight countries and territories. Of particular interest was the fact that more

than half of the countries receiving 'expert assistance also made available one or

more of their own experts to serve in other recipient countries under the Expanded

Programme. Some members observed that in many cases the developing countries

might render a valuable service by passing on their own experience, since this had
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a more direct relevance to the conditions obtaining in the less-developed parts

of the world than the experience gained in the different environment of the highly-

developed countries. It was recalled that last year the General Assembly had

given, recognition to this growing trend b; its decision to call the international

technical assistance programmies collectively as the United Nations Prograrmmes of

Technical: Co-operation.

9. The Committee noted with some concern the increasing difficulties with which

the administrators of the programme were faced in recruiting for their projects

well-qualified personnel in adequate numbers. It also noted that the Executive

Chairman had been asked by the administrative Comm.ittee on Co-ordination to

under.take an urgent study of recruitment problems in co-operation with its

Consultative Committee on administrative Questions.

10,. During the discussions several suggestions were made for imp.roving the

recruitment situation, and stress was laid by some members on the need to explore

the possibility of recruiting experts from the developing countries. It was also

suggested that the Participating Organizations might shorten the preparatory process

of formulating and circulating job descriptions; that recruiting governmuents or

national conmmittees need not be given so much time to identify qualified experts,

while at least one member was of the view that the present period of two months

allowed for the purpose was essential; and, lastly, that the requesting Governments

should be urged to make their choice between candidates more promptly than had often

boen--the:case. One member wondered if the United Nations itself could not undertake

the training of experts. 'Another suggestion was that, to alleviate an increasingly

difficult situation, the Participating Organizations might have more frequent

recourse to- experienced private or semi-private undertakings to provide technical

assistance on an organized professional basis.

11. One member stated his Government's dissatisfaction with the increased cost of

experts. He also expressed the belief that there had been discriminatio-n ag-ifnst

nationals of.his country in the recruitment of experts, and as example cited WhO's

lack of action in this regard. The representative of WHiO categorically denied

any discrimination by her Organization and quoted facts and figures to show that

the Director-General of iWHO attached great. importance to the recruitment of staff

fromz the country in question. The Executive Chairman took the occasion to deny

that any discrimination existed and stated that every effort was being made by the

participating organization to recruit experts from all available sources and to
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ilake the best use of all contributions received. ihe expressed thie "ard's

desire to adopt whatever measures might appear appropriate to improve the

recruitment of experts from all Member States. The member of the committee

stated that he did not agree with the statement by WIO and appealed to all

organizations,to improve on the recruitment of experts in his country.

12. The inmpocrtance of training local specialists to take over the work begun by

international experts was underlined by several members who wholeheartedly endorsed

the following statement contained in the Annual Report: "A technical assistance

project may be said to be most successful when the assistance itself tapers off

but leaves behind a continuing operation that is satisfactorily carried on under

national auspices" (E/3471, para. 317).

Fellowships

13. The Cormnittee noted that although the number of fellowships awarded in 1960

under the Expanded Programme was somewhat smaller thanin the previous year, the

total expenditure on fellowships was slightly higher. It further noted that

fellowships awarded under the regular programmes of the Particifating Crganizations

during 1960 were almost 50 per cent more than the 2.Ta fellowships in the same

year; indeed they exceeded by an appreciable margin the total number of fellowships

so far awarded in any particular year under the Expanded Prograrm.e.

14. Several members of the Commlitteo, while noting that the funds used for IPTA

fellowships had been increasing steadily since 1958, expressed the view that the

fellowship programme needed to be strengthened further. according to one member,

the ratio of experts to fellows ought to be modified in such a way that more of the

available resources were expended on fellowships than on experts. At the same

timr it was recognized that the type of assistance-ka be requested was a matter

for the recipient Governments to decide and that their freedom of choice should

not be impaired.

15. It was also appreciated that the EPTa fellowship programme ought to be

considered in conjunction with, and not inisolation from, various other sources

from which assistance is available to the Government, especially the regular

progrcanmmes of the Participating Organizations, and also the training provided

through other means, including national and regional training institutes and centres,

cf which a comprehensive review was given in the annual report under consideration.
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16. One member observed that, where appropriate, an exchange of fellowships

,7osng the developing countries might bue ncouraged, and this might very well lead

to a sizeable increase in the total number of fellowships awarded tithout

involving additional expenditures, although fellowships on a subs-tntial' scale

would still have to be awarded for study in the advanced countries.

17. iLnother member erAphasized the special need in some countries for providing

training at a higher level than at present, in order to enable nationals of those

countries to serve as first-level'executives in Government departments and other

institutions.

18. The Committee decided to recommend to the Council for adoption a resolution

on expert recruitment and training facilities 'in developing countries which is

considered in paragraph 47 below.

Equipment and Supplies

19. The Ccnmmittee noted that deliveries of equipment and supplies showed a

decline for the second year and that in 1960 they accounted for a little less than

5 per cent of total programme expenditures, although this relatively low percentage

was partly due to the carry-over into 1960 of equipment and supplios ordered but

not deliverod within the financial year. Some members regretted the low level

of expenditures on equipment without which recipient Governments wore unable to

durive full benefit 'from expert advice and reconmmondations.

Evaluation of the programmre: Training institutes and centres

20. The Con.mmittoee comrmended the Board for the evaluation of the ;rograinme given

in Chapter V of the annual report, which contained a realistic and. constructive

appraisal of EPTA operations and pointed up the directions in wrhich future

performance could be improve(d fiost members of the Committee wire oJleased to

n-obte that'the shcrtcomings were relatively few, indeed surprisinf;ly so when one

considered the vast scope and the complex nature of the undertaking.

21. The Committee showed particular appreciation of the comprehensive study

contained in Chapter VI on training institutes and centres - both national and

regional - established under the Expanded Programme, even though there were

some unavoidable gaps in the statistical and factual information that could be

assembled on the subject.
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.. L'i. Curriiittee noted that inforinatiin had been collected on a total of 119

lcnag-lrnr ai-a 22 short-terni training institutes and centres. The long-termnl projects

covered 95 national and 24 rLegional or inter-regicnal institutes. iKndwn

cxpendituros on long-term institutes anl centres had totalled $49.36 million and

an tadditiuonnl 15.66 million had been spent on long-term regional and inter-

regional training projects. Thus, the total known expjendituro on long-turm training

institutes and centres was over $65 jillion. Of this sum, $21.1 imillicn was

ccntributed under EPTA, $40.39 million by Governnents and about $3.5 million from

otber sources. A total of 30,443 trainees had completed training, of varying

duration, in eighty-five institutes, ad centres for which this information was

available.

23. The Committee recognized that the establishment and support of training

in:titutions had become one of the most significant activities under the Expanded

Prograranme. The results achieved so far on the training projects reinforced the

case for extending the support given te training institutions within the developing

countries, due attention being given to the lessons to be drawn from past experience

in the interest of improving the effectiveness of these projects and to the

de;.irabi.jity of setting appropriate limits to international financial responsibility

: cr paurticular institutions.

Co-ordination and Priorities

24. Several members emphasized the need for better co-ordination of all techncial

assiztance activities, both at the national and the international level; and also

the urgency of extending greater assistance to the recipient Goverimuents than in

thce Jast for estaolishing the right patt'ern of priorities to serve as the basis for

sound country prDgramming.

25 .Zn it-his connexion, a member of the Coniirittee drew particular attention to a

number of fundamental policy questions: nearly all under-devaloeod countries

needed better programming on the basis or well-arranged priorities and in that

ccntcxt the United Nations had a special responsibility to fulfil. To discharge

this responsibility adequately, it was essential for the United NIe.-ions and its

speciali.ed agencies to co-ordinate their efforts more effectively to respond to

the' increasing number of requests from Governments for help in establishing national

devoelopment plans and priorities and in making the best use of the resources

:vailable from home or aborad. For this purpose, he suggested that the country
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representatives of the United Nations and its agencies might for;lu "a monre tightly

co-ordinated group, of which the Resident Representative would bo the logical

chairman", and which could help to focus the attention cf the various branches

of the host Government on the need for central direction of development plalming.

Although much progress had been made in that direction, more rapid adjustments

vere needed; and the basic issues to be considered were whether EPTA and the

Special Fund should be more closely integrated or even merged, and how the technical

assistance activities of the agencies could be more closely related to over-all

development plans. Finally, better co-ordination was needed between the many aid

programmes, both internatiornal and bilateral, available to each country. If the

United Nations and its agencies could "form a more cohesive team in each country"

to help in development planning, they would be able to assist the country in making

better use of the increasing amount of outside aid available.

26. These points were commented upon by most memburs and were further considered

by the Committee on the basis of a draft resolution submitted by the delegations of

Brazil, El Salvador, Ethiopia and the United States of america, which is reviewed

in paragraphs49 ff below.

27. Several mrembers felt that it would help improve the quality of programming

if the recipient Governments were given some broad indications of the fields that

would normally dreserve relatively high priority and should therefore be given

careful consideration in framing their programme requests.

28. Some members felt that assistance in the field of industrial production

called for greater emphasis. While recognizing that it was up to the recipient

Governments to request more assistance in this field, it was, nonetheless, felt

that this might well be one of the subjects for guidelines to be provided to

recipient Governments.

29. The Committee considered further these questions, in the light of its review

of project programming (item 4) and, in the draft resolution, recormmended to the

Council for adoption, invited the Participating Organizations "to prepare for the

inf6rmnation of Governments --- concise statements of the ways in which they can be

of particular assistance to countries in the process of development, especially

0
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by technicel co-operation most closuly related to the Govermlrlnt's own

dovelopment 'lans". The same draft resolution also decided that the Technical

Assistance Commrittee should prepare, at its 1962 summer session, "?I indication

of the must appropriate principles for the guidance of the Govurnmcnts wishing

to establish priorities for assistance under the Expanded Programnuio".

Irequest of \\i0

30. The Coinmittec considered a request of the i-if0 Executive Committee which was

presented personally by the Secretary-General of that Organization, urging that

procedures should be adolted which would enable the :,fAiO Executive Committee to

exercise some measure of control over the MliAO's programme of technical assistance

under EPTA.

31. There was considerable sympathy with the general idea behind the request,

especially having regard to such factors as the highly specialized nature of the

subject, the need to take regional as well as national considerations into account

in rendering technical assistance in the field of rneteorology, and the small size

of the ,iiiO programme. at the same time, the Committee felt that it would be

inadvisable to approve any proposal that might involve a drastic departure from

nonnal procedures or set up a precedent which might become embarrassing; and

that in any case nothing should be done which would interfere with the complete

freedom of the recipient Governments to choose their own progrealmes of assistance.

32. Ir the light of these considerations and of a suggestion put forward by the

Executive Chairman., the Committee d(Lcipded that the 'riCG should be invited to prepare

a resort on the over-all needs for meteorological assistance, bearing in mind both

-aticnal and regional considerations and giving an indication of the projects which

the Executive Committee of W';?iO considers to be particularly imlortvant and urgent.

33. This report would be made available to the Resident Representatives by the

Executive Chairman so that it would provide some guidance and technical advice

to the recipient countries in the establishment of their respective meteorological

programmes. The Executive Chairman would also take this plan into account in

considering any requests for contingency projects in meteorology.
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Role of Resident Representatives

34. The Comnmittee noted that hcsident Rcprseontatives of TLiB were now established

in forty-five field offices covering sevwnty-three countries and territories. 4,ost

members of the' Committee favoured a further stren[gthening of the role of the Resident

Representatives in order to enable them to serve tlhe recipient Governments Giore

effectively and thereby to help them make the best possible use of the United Nations

'rogrmnmos of technical assistance. Some members stressed the iim'ortance of

Resident Representatives working in close agreement with the Governments, in order

to avoid any possible infringement of the Governments prerogativos. -Suggestions ware

made for a wider geographical spread in the appointment of Resident representatives

and for ensuring the hig'hest level -of comjpetencein these app)ointmelnts. The

Executive Chairman assured the Committee that the geographic-al distribution of the

service was being systematically widened and that, for instance, the employmejnt of

nationals of African and i.iddle Eastern countries was about tc be extended.

35. It was also suggested by some members that the posts of Deputy tResident

Representatives should be filled by nationals of the recipient countries and that

international recruitment for these posts ought to be dispensed with. One member

stated that his delegation advocated this as a first step towards the gradual transfer

of the Resident representative's functions to national Iersonnel, and that this process

should be completed as soon as a country had acquired sufficient experience in matters

relating to technical assistance.

36. The Executive Chairman stated that the Board would meet the wishes of any

Government realy to disiuensdi with the office of a Dissident Reliroserntative but that,

at the present time, the services of a 1Lesicl.nt ,qeprtesontative wreo treated as a

kind of technical assistance which was accorded a very high priority by recipient

Governments. he emphasized that the strengthening of the role of oesident

Representatives meant nore effective help to be provided by them to Governments only

upon request and could not imply an inapnropria-te exercise of authority.

Ih- orting on "Rejected IRequests"

37. There were some discussions concerning the provision of information on "rejected

requests". -A suggestion was made that ways and means should be found for reporting

to the Committee projects requested by the recipient Governments :and rejected by the

Board for one reason br another. In reply, the Executive Chairman drew attention

to the basic characteristics of the country programming procedures introduced in
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1954, under which the question of rejecting Government requests had lost most of its

relevance. For, under these procedures, the responsibility of choosing projects had

been squarely laid on the receiving Governments which formulated their own programles

with the assistance of the Participating Organizations and the Resident Representa-

tives. As long as the requested projects were technically sound and the Governments

kept their programne-requests within their respective targets set by the Board,

the projects were accepted as a matter of course, subject to scrutiny in detail

including cost estimates.

38. In addition, projects that were considered important and technically sound but

could not be accommodated within the target set for a country were put together in

Category II. Indeed, in a sense Category II, which contained a useful list of requests

,that could not be carried out for lack of financial resources, provided the best

,answer to that question that had been raised.

39. The Executive Chairman pointed out further that it was only in respect of the

contingency projects considered under the contingency authority vested in him by the

Technical Assistance Committee, that the question of rejecting technicalassistance

projects had any real meaning. All contingency projects were individually considered,

on the basis of the criteria established by the Board, before giving approval to them;

and a good many requests were declined, the reasons for which were explained to

the parties concerned. A detailed report on contingency authorizations was submitted

to TAC every year, usually at its November session, and as a special case, a report

on 1960 contingency authorizations was also submitted to the Committee for its

current session.

40. After an exchange of views, the Committee agreed that the Executive Chairman would

make a general statement at the next summer session of T.C on the requests that had

to be declined for whatever reason, giving some indication of the circumstances that

governed these cases but without mentioning the countries concerned by name. The

Committee, on hearing such a statement next year, would be able to judge the useful-

ness of this procedure.

41. One member stated that his Government wishe.d to sound a note of caution regard-

ing the rising trend in administrative costs even though the recent increases were

*) not difficult to explain. On behalf of the Board, the Zxecutive Chairman gave the

assurance that efforts would continue to be made to keep administrative costs as low
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as possible, consistent with the efficiency of programme operations. There was,

however, an urgent need to establish new Offices of Resident Representatives in the

field and to strengthen theexisting network, if the programme was to function more

effectively. It was also pointed out in this connexion that, if the Special Fund's

activities in which the Resident Representatives played an important part, were taken

into account, the administrative costs, in spite of the recent increases, would

represent a much smaller percentage of the total expenditures incurred on the two

programmes than had been the case in the past.

Contingency Authcrizations in 1960 and 1961-62.

42. The Committee had before it a review of contingency authorizations made in 1960

(E/TAC/L.236) based on the increased ceiling of 7½ per cent of the estimated resources,

which had been approved by the Committee at its last summer session. The Committee

notkd that the higher limit had proved useful in as much as it enabled the Executive

Chairman to meet the special needs arising on' an; increasing scale, especially in

the newly-independent and emergent countries.

43. The Committee agreed that the approval of the higher ceiling had been amply

justified, and that the limit of this authority should be maintained through 1962 O

at 72 per cent of total resources. Some members expressed willingness to approve a

higher figure, if the Executive Chairman so requested, up to 10 or even 20 per cent for

1962, and also to establish the contingency authority on a two-year basis so long as

the present two-year programming cycle continued. One member stated that, while not

objecting to maintaining the contingency 'authority of the Executive Chairman at the

present level for the next programme period, he would not support a trend toward

increasing this level since obligations for 1960 had-been less than 60 -er cent of the

approved amount.

44. The Executive Chairman, in replying to the questions raised during the general

debate, stated that experience of the last six months had shown the difficulty of

combining a two-year programming cycle with one-year contingency authorizations. He

felt that it would greatly simplify the handling of contingency projects if

authorizations could be made also on a two-year basis, as suggested by sime members,

since many of the projects fell within both years of the Programme biennium.

Should the Committee decide to approve the Board's recommendation for continuing the
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two-year programming cycle on an experimental basis for 1963/64, he would like to

request the Committee to consider the possibility of fixing the limit for the

contingency authority also for the same two-year period. Furthermore, the principle

of two-year contingency authority, if applied also to the current biennium, i.e.

1961-62, would help to solve the practical difficulty of carrying unobligated amounts

of 1961 authorizations into the next year. Otherwise these amounts would have to

be surrendered by 31 December and re-allocated again in January, which would needlessly

distort the picture of contingency authorizations. however, he suggested that the

Committee could best consider this matter at its next November session when it would

have a fuller picture of the authorizations made in 1961 and also of the funds

obligated against them.

45. As regards future programme periods, the Committee included in its draft

resolution on project programming (see paras. 77 ff below) a provision whereby: "in

future, the Executive Chairman's contingency authority should be approved by the 'TC

for a full programming period, subject to continuing close review by the Executive

Chairman of authorizations carried over from one year to the next; the question of

changing the amount of the authority should be subject to further review by the TAC

at the request of the Executive Chairman".

Resolutions recommended to the Council for adoption

46. Annual report of TAB to TiC: The Committee adopted unanimously a draft resolu-

tion proposed by the Chairman according to which the Council would "toae note with

appreciation of the report of the Technical Assistance Board to the Technical

Assistance Committee (see .Annex I).

47. Expert Recruitment and Training Facilities in Developing Countries: At its

244th meeting the Chairman informed the Committee that a draft resolution had been

submitted by E1 Salvador, Ethiopia, Israel and New Zealand (E/TAC/L.243) and another

draft resolution by Brazil, Poland, Sudan and the United Arab Republic (E/TAC/L.245)

on the possibility of broadening and increasing the expert assistance and training

facilities from developing countries. The Committee agreed to a proposal by the

Chairman to combine the two draft resolutions in a new text (E/TAC/L.246) whereby the

Council would request the Board and the Organizations "when recruiting experts, and

arranging scholarships and training courses, increasingly to seek the assistance
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of developing countries and requested further the Executive Chairman to report on

measures taken under the United Nations' programmes of technical co-operation to

broaden and increase the expert assistance and training facilities provided by

developing countries.'

48. The Committee adopted unanimously the text of the resolution reproduced in

annex II to this report.

49. Co-ordination of Technical Assistance activities: At its 243rd meeting the

Committee received a draft resolution (E/IAC/L.242) by 'Brazil, E1 Salvador,, '

Ethiopia and the United States of America, 'Under this.'draft resolution, the

Council would establish a committee of seven members from -TAC and the Governing

Council of the Special Fund to study further the steps which may.'be needed to:

(a) organize the technical co-operation activities of'the. UN, the Specialized

Agencies and the Special Fund'so as to-.provide greater'aid to member governments

in"the preparation of country development programmes.

(b) bring about a Closer integration of.the technical. co-operation and pre-

investment .activities of-.the UN, the Specialized Ageniicies and the Special Fund,

with the object of advancing the aohi'e'iement of' country development objectives;

(c) assist member governments by providing.technical -co-operation services which

will be most conducive to their national developmont. The proposed committee

would also explore "ways -and,means 'of" bri·gi-.g about in developing countries a

closer relationship within the UN family of'agencioes to provide more concerted

advice on the development of country prcgraoms and on .the technical aspects of

individual parts of such programs, giving special attention to the potential role

of the Resident Representatives". The Participating Organizations would be

requested "to transmit to the Corimhittee prior to October 1 any comments they may

deem appropriate" and the Committee would have submitted its report, with any

recommendations, to the 33rd session of 'he Council.

50.' ;In presenting those proposals, the sponsors stressed that the Council would

recognise the importance of the inter-relationship between the Technical Co-

operation Programmes of the UN and Specialized Agencies and the pre-investment

activities of tho Special Fund, and their joint contribution to development.

It would indicate its awareness of the great and growing needs for technical

assistance and pro-investment assistance on the part of the developing countries

and the need for integrating such assistance so as to increase its benefits for

the peoples and institutions of the developing countries,
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51. The memb3rs of the Cormnittee expressed great interest in the proposals, stross-

ing that the resolution had important implications which should be carefully reviewed

and in this connexion requested a number of clarifications from the sponsors. In

the course of the debate, it was indicated that: the use of "closer integration"

of the UN programmrs of assistance in paragraph (b) should be considered as

snllonymous with "closer co-ordination" of those programmes, and did not anticipate

-the results of the proposed conumitteoo's work; the assistance provided by the United

Nations' organizations to recipient governments in connexion with their national

progranmmos of developmont could in no way affect the general objectives of those

pro-gramles which wore tho exclusive responsibility of the governments themselves;

the membership of the proposed committee should be expanded to include eight or nine

membors; the time-table for the comments of the agencies and for the report of the

Corimmittoe to the Council should be modified as the Council should review the

Corl-mittoo's reconenondations at its 1962 suniler session rather than the spring session.

52. Several members stated that, taking such considerations into account, and

subject to appropriate drafting changes, they would support the resolution which, in

their opinion, would lead to strengthening of the international technical assistance

programmes and render this assistance more effective. Some members, in this

connoxion, stated that they did not interpret the resolution to imply in any way

that the merger of the Expandod Programme and the Special Fund would be dDsirablo.

O-thor members in supporting the proposal statod that the resolution reflected the

jConiitteo's preoccupation with theo establishment of appropriate priorities in the

Unitod Nations' assistance progralmllws, and with the need for increased co-ordination

of efforts and for a simplification in programle procedures. Still other members,

while emphasising the desirability of strengthening the role of the Resident

Reopresentatives in the co-ordination of the assistance provided by the United Nationst

fa',mily of agencies, considered that the question of closer co-ordination, or oven

integration, of EFTA and the Spocial Fund should be studied only after the General

Isscmbly has cxriined the statute of a capital development fund. Howevor some

ao;-.bors oxprossod doubt as to the need for the study contemplated in the resolution

silaco co-ordination botween EPrA .nd the Special Fund was reported to be satisfactory.

oThey stated that international organizations could only assist in the preparation

of development plans, the co-ordination of national programmes cnd foreign aid being

thel exclusive prerogative of the governments themselves. One member of the Cormuittoo

stated that the resolution laid excessive emphasis on pro-investmcnt activitics and
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should be amended accordingly. He also felt that the study envisaged should be

carried out by the secretariats of TAB and the Special Fund rather than by a

Committee. Finally, he considered that the mention of Resident Representatives

should refer'to the closer relationship between the agencies rather than to the

preparation and Implementation of country programmes and projects.

53. At the invitation of the Chairman the representatives of the Participating

Organizations informed the Committee of the measures taken by their agencies with a

view to ensuring effective co-ordination of technical assistance and related

activities in their field of competence. Some representatives mentioned that the

matters before the Committee would have to be considered by their appropriate

governing bodies before tho comments of their Organizations could be presentod to

the proposed ad hoc committee.

54,. Replying to points made during the discussion, the sponsors of the draft

resolution pointed out that the study to be carried out by the ad hoc committee

was to concentrate on technical co-operation of the United Nations' organizations

so that better assistance could be given by them to governments in the preparation

of their development programmes, but that it was clearly for the governments them-

selves to.decide how they wished to co-ordinate the assistance they were receiving.

Teho sponsors also indicated that in stressing the role of the Resident Representa-

tives, the draft resolution referred to the closer relationship in the United

.iNations' family of agencies rather than to the technical preparation of projects

and programmes which are the responsibility of the United Nations and the various

agencies.

55. At the next meeting the sponsors of the draft resolution presented a revised

text (E/TAC/L.242/Rev.1) which took into account a number of suggestions made during

the discussions. They also accepted verbal amendments made in the course of the

ensuing debate, including;

(i) a suggestion by the representative of Venezuela that, whenever referring to

the assistance of UN organizations, specific mention be made that the aid was given

"at the request of the recipient country";

(ii) a verbal amendment by the representative of Bulgaria which, in the wording

aroeed upon by the sponsors, would specify that as regards the aid provided by

organizations to governments, on their request, in tho-.proparation of.country

development programmes, it was "understood that the preparation of such national

programmes and their implementation and co-ordination, is a prerogative of the

government concerned";
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(iii) a suggestion by the representative of the United Kingdom according to

which the report of the Ad Hoc Committeeo would be transmitted to the Council with

the comments of the Governing Council of the Special Fund and TAC;

(iv) a proposal by the representative of the Sudan to include "whenever possible"

in the text of paragraph (b) regarding the closer co-ordination of the technical

assistance and pro-investment activities of the United Nations' organizations;

(v) a suggestion by the representative of Poland that in selecting the members

of the committee duo consideration be given to the principle of geographical

distribution;

(vi) the use of the expression "United Nations' family of agencies" whenever

referring to the organizations covered by the resolution.

56. At its 246th meeting the Committee adopted unanimously the text of the draft

resolution (E/TAC/L.242/Rov.2) which is reproduced in annex III below.
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Item III

REPO01T OF THE SECRX,i'T/dZY-GDENE-AL ON TIIE UNITED NATIONS

PROGRA.,'IS FOR TECINICAL ASSISTANCE

57. The Commissioner, in introducing the report of the Secretary-General on United

Nations Programmes of. Technical Assistance for 1960 (E/3474), indicated that it was

submitted in the form and manner requested of the Secretariat by the Technical

Assistance Committee. He stated that as the Secretariat reporting.procedures were

still in a process of evolution he would welcome the formulation of other requirements

by the Committee.

58. / The attention of the Committee was invited to the great importance and emphasis

being placed on educational and training progranmes. This was due, in a large

measure, to the interest displayed by the governing bodies of the United INations

followed by a strengthening of the administrative organization in sections handling

the subject. Specific mention was made of the retention of a consultant to develop

a plan for the training of civil servants for foreign ministry assignments. The

Consultant's report, including a suggested curriculum, has recently been submitted

and is presently being considered. Speekring generally of the field of training,

the Commissioner reiterated the United Nations position as one in which training

institutions are established on a national or regional basis with United ITations

assistance slowly withdrew as the insti-tuLion becomes self-sustaining. The Commibsione

referred to the increasingly important rSle of research undertakings including the

preparation of manuals, handbooks and study materials. These analytical working tools

have been applied more and more in the implementation of the Technical Assistance

programme.

59. The Commissioner touched upon the subject of integration of technical assistance

into the rest of the Secretariat, indicating that this was now an accomplished fact.

60. The role of regional economic commissions in formulation of programme was

explained by the Commissioner. He stated that regional programmes were arousing

additional interest with each passing year and that more tangible results were

evident. He did, however, mention that this trend bore watching, as the Secretariatts

ability to respond to requests for short-term priority projects of a national nature

should not be restricted.
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61. The Commissioner underscored the value of maintaining a regular programme which

included the possibility of approval of priority requests within the limits of funds

available as soon as the urgency and necessity was determined without subjecting such

requests to undue delays.

62, Speaking on the subject of project programming, the Commissioner hoped -that in

addition to bringing about increased governmental planning, the new system would

serve to create a closer integration or complementary action between the activities

of the specialized agencies. In regard to the techniques involved, he mentioned that

the United Nations operations were hankPered by the lack of heads of missions in the

field and that the United NTations had depended exclusively on the resident reprcsen-

tatives of the Technical Assistance Board. He therefore welcomes the extending of

the network of residen-t representatives.

.63. The Commissioner commented on the continuing difficulties encountered in the

recruitment of experts. Ile outlined various steps which had been taken by the

Secretariat to combat this deficiency. Additionally, he called upon the varioius

governmental sources to speed up the supply of potential candidates.

64. The Commissioner concluded his remarks expressing the concern over the problem

of utilization of all resources available to the programme. He referred to the

fact that no solution had yet been found and brought to the attention of the

Committee the drastic measures which the United Nations was forced to take concerning

the possibility of programme cutbacks in view of the difficult situation facing the

organization.

65. Members of the Committee expressed their satisfaction as to the informative

material contained in the report. The consensus was that the Secretariat had

improved its presentation. Some representatives indicated their desire that the

Secretariat should provide a greater amount of analytical material on a functional

basis incorporating under the one heading all activities regardless of source of

funds. The Commissioner indicated that such suggestions as had been made would be

taken into consideration by the Secretariat and would serve as a guide for future

reports.
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66. In the discussion, a number of delegations expressed their appreciation

of the emphasis being placed by the Secretariat on training activities. The

organization was asked to concentrate more on group placement of trainees if this

was possible. Some delegates indicated their concern over the reduction in the

amount of funds expended for fellowship awards.

67. On the subject of OPEX, various delegations commented on the rate of imple-

mentation, geographic distribution of appointees and duration of assignments; in

reply to these points, the Commissioner explained the various factors involved to

the satisfaction of the Committee.

68. Some representatives expressed the view that the Regular Programme for

technical assistance, financed by the United Nations budget, should also be placed

under the direction and control of the Technical Assistance Committee. Additionally,

they~ favoured the lumping of the Regular and 1Lxpandcd Programmes into a single

programme of technical assistance under Technical Assistance Committee control.

Others, however, stressed the importance of maintaining the separateness of the

Regular Programme in that it provided a highly useful flexibility and was becoming 0
increasingly effective.

69. Geographic distribution of expert appointments was discussed with some

representatives expressing the wish that the recruitment of experts from developing

countries could be expanded.

70. The increased role to be played by regional economic commissions in the formu-

lation of programmes was welcomed by all delegations once the assurance was given

that programmes in geographical areas where such commissions do not exist would

not suffer in the application of this principle.

71. The Commissioner for Technical Assistance replied to the points raised by

the members of the Committee, after which the debate was closed.

72. The Committee took note, with appreciation, of the report of the Secretary-

General (E/3474) (see Annex IV).
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Item IV

COUNTRY PROGRAIiJNG PROCEDURES - PROJECT PROGRAliING

Introduction

73. The Technical Assistance Committee considered the proposals made in the

report of the Technical Assistance Board (E/TAC/105) in accordance with

resolution 786 '(JUX) adopted by the Economic and Social Council in 1960 on

country programming procedures. (A summarized version of this report is annexed

to the Council resolution on this subject. Unless otherwise indicated, all

references to E/TAC/105 in this report relate to the summarized version given in

the Annex.)

74.' Under this resolution, the Council approved in principle the system of

project programming which had been recommended by the Technical Assistance Board

in document E/TAC/97, and requested the Board to submit to TAC, at its 1961

summer session, specific recommendations for simplification and improvement of

the programming procedures, "in particular by project programming, the elimination

of agency sub-totals from country planning targets and the elimination of the

present system of agency planning shares".

75. The report submitted by the Board in response to this resolution took into

account the various comments and suggestions made by the Committee at its 1960

summer session during the discussions on project programming; and it also

included the Board's views on the question of the level of regional programmes,

which had been specifically referred to the Board by the Committee.

76. The Committee recalled that, in its first report on project programming

(E/TAC/97), the Board had recommended the adoption of project programming with

effect from 1963, i.e. after the expiration of the 1961-62 biennium for which

two-year progranmming had already been adopted on an experimental basis. Among

other things, -the Board had stressed that "project programming, under which all

projects would be prepared and approved for their entire duration", subject to a

suitable maximum to be laid down by the Committee, represented in effect a logical

extension of the various decisions which the Committee had taken in respect of
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long-term projects; and that such procedures would "considerably facilitate

the orderly development and implementation of projects, especially those of a

longer term character". At the same time, the Board and the Committee had also

identified a number of important issues which called for careful examination,

before a system of project programming could be finally adopted. These

outstanding issues were considered by the Board, on the basis of the preliminary

observations made by the Committee last year. The recommendations of the Board

on these issues were also contained in the present report.

Project Prograrmming Procedures

77. Abolition of agency planning shares and sub-totals. During the discussions

it appeared that there was some misapprehension regarding the abolition of agency

planning shares and agency sub-totals. Some members raised the question why there

was no mention of this important matter in the report and of the action taken by

the Board in this regard. On behalf of the Board, the position was explained to

the Committee. In resolution 786 (]XCXX) the Council had, in the Board's view, O

taken an unequivocal decision to eliminate agency planning shares and agency sub-

totals from all future programming operations. Consequently, the Board had

assumed that there would be no planning shares or sub-totals for preparing the

next programme which, however, would start only from 1 January 1963. Steps for

the preparation of'this programme would be initiated later in 1961. In this

context it was also recalled that the Board had decided to dispense with agency

plaruming shares and sub-totals in carrying out the re-programming exercise for

the newly independent and emergent countries and territories of Africa for which

a supplementary programme for 1961-62 had been approved by the Committee on a

provisional basis. This underlined the Board's desire to give effect to the

decision of the Committee and the Council with the least possible delay.

78. Definition of long and short-term projects. The Committee agreed to the

definitions of short and long-term projects, as given in the Board's report, in

view of the decision to continue the two-year programming cycle for another

biennium covering 1961 and 1962 (E/TAC/105, S.V. para. 4). A suggestion was

made that the duration of a project should be counted from the date on which it _

was actually initiated. It was explained to the Committee that this was what
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the Board had also intended uand that, accordingly, delay in starting a project

should not by itself aiffect its total duration. Some members stressed that the

definition of short and long-term projects should be revised ii, at a later date,

the Committee decided to revert to one-year programming so that the programming

cycle would continue to be the dividing line between the two tyecs of projects.

79. Some members felt that the definition of long-term projects would have a

direct bearing on the effectiveness of project programming. In thiis connexion

they also expressed a desire to have concrete examples of long-term projects and,

if possible, also of substantive changes that might be found necessary in the

course of implementing such projects. In compliance with this request, several

Participating Organizations provided exunples to illustrate the nature of long-

term projects and how they had to be adjusted from time to time in the course of

their execution.

80. Proportion of short and long-term projects. During the discussions on

country programming procedures in 1960, the Technical Assistalce Committee had laid

considerable stress on the need for greater flexibility in the programme. In this

connexion, the Committee had pointed out that project programming should not be

allowed "to lead to a proliferation of long-term projects, thereby freezing in

advance an unduly high proportion of the available resources for such projects".

In view of the importaulce of maintaining a suitable balance between short-term and

long-term projects, some members had felt that the Board might exauline the

desirability of fixing some flexible p)ercentage limit up to which it would be

permissible to authorize long-term projects (E/3419, para. 68).

81. The Board had given considerable thought to this question but, as stated in

the report, it had come to the conclusion that at least in the initial stages of

project programling it would be desirable not to fix a proportion, even on a

flexible basis, between short-term and long-term projects. This conclusion was

based on several considerations: the proportion of long and short-term projects

may, and does, vary considerably from country to country and from organization

to organization; the proportion nowv existing between the two types of projects

would not be l-nowil until the long-term projects in the 1961-62 programme had been

reviewed and re-formulated on the new basis; and there was also the practical

difficulty that short and long-term projects as defined above were relative and
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not absolute concepts so that, to some extent, one type could often be converted

into the other.

82. In the circunstances, the Board had considered that, for the period 1963-64 it

should be sufficient for the Board to exercise necessary vigilance in respect of the

forward commitments of long-term projects, and to report to the Committee should

any serious difficulties be encountered; and that the whole question of the

appropriate relationship between short and long-term projects could be reviewed

at a later date, based on the experience gained in the intervening period.

03. While appreciating the reasoning behind the Board's tentative recommendation,

the Committee felt convinced that there was a real risk of long-term projects

developing at an unduly fast rate and at the expense of short-term projects unless

the Board maintained a vigilant watch on the future trend. The Committee therefore

decided that while no fixed or flexible proportion would be laid down for the

present for the two types of projects, the Board should from the outset carefully

watch the situation. It was also agreed that a report would be submitted -to the

Committee in 1962 indicating the relative proportion of short _nd long-term projects

as it emerged after the first programming exercise on the basis of the new system

of project programming.

84. Articulation of projects. During the discussions on the subject in 1960,

the Committee had appreciated that project programming would lead to a better

articulation of long-term projects which in itself would represent a major

improvement. In this connexion, the Committee took note that, normally, a long-

terr project submission would be prepared so as to contain the ba, sic information

Indicated in the Board's report (E/TAC/105, S.V., para. 8)

85. Project authorization. In the 1960 report on project programming (E/TAC/97),

'the Board hiad, inter alia, suggested that a long-term project might be authorized

by TAC for ai maximum period of five years at one time, and that longer-term

?rojects would require review, and possibly also re-definition gand re-approval, by

TAB and TAC for their continuation beyond the initial five-year period. This

suggestion was found reasonable by the Committee and was therefore accepted in

principle. Some members, however, had suggested at that time that there might

be some advantage in reducing the maximium period of authorization to four years

in case TAC decided to continue on a two-year programming cycle, since the four-

year period would coincide with two complete programming cycles.
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06. In E/T'i'C/105 the Board, however, suggested that the maximum period of project

authorization might be tentatively fixed at six years and that the matter might be

reviewed in the summer of 1963 when the whole question of the optimum programme

cycle would in any case come up for re-examination.

.7. Ilost members of the Committee tool a critical view of this suggestion and

emphasized that six years would be too long a period for initial authorization of

long-term projects. In their view, the number of projects requiring such a long

period of authorization should be relatively small in the Expanded Frogramme and,

even more then that, short-term projects must continue to play a vital role within

this Progranmme. Several members expressed themselves definitely in favour of four

rather than six years. A suggestion was also made by some members that the four-

year period of initial authorization might be changed to five years should the

Committee subsequently decide to go back to the annual progranming cycle after 1963-64.

88. In the light of the discussions, it was decided that (a) for the present,

four years should be the maximum period for initial authorization of long-term

projects, and (b) that this matter should be reviewed in summer 1963 in conjunction

with the question of future programnming cycles.

89. ProgrrLmme submission. In its report the Board suggested thalt, once project

programming was introduced, the programmne might be conveniently submitted to TAC

in four parts (E/TAC/105, S.V., para. 10). A suggestion was made that on additional

part might be introduced listing short-term projects carried over from the previous

programming period. In this connexion, a question was raised about the unobligated

balances in respect of authorized short-term projects at the end of a programming

period. On behalf of the Board, it was explained that once short-term projects

had been authorized by the Committee, it should not be necessary to resubmit them

even when their implementation suffered some delay owing to such facts as delayed

recruitment. The Board's intention was to allow the Participating Organizations

additional time to complete such projects where necessary and, in order to enable

them to do so, to make necessary changes in the present financial rules so that the

unobligated balances could be carried over into the following prograrrime period.

This suggestion was noted and endorsed by the Conmmittee.

90. Flexibility in prograrmmie operations. Several members had emphasized that

project programirling should not in any way detract from programrme flexibility. The

Board believed -that the recorm-nendations made in paragraphs 20-22 of its report

(unabridged) 'should be enough to safeguard the requisite flexibility in the operation
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of the programme. However, in order to give the Executive Chairman enhanced

discretionary powers for maintaining operational flexibility, it was suggested by

some members, and agreed to by the Committee, that the limiting phrase "in urgent and

exceptional cases" be deleted from paragraph 22 of E/TAC/105 (unabridged). A member

expressed the view that in order to maintain the necessary flexibility it was

essential to increase the Executive Chairman's contingency authorization to 20 per

cent (see paras. 42 ff above).

91. Plans of operation. On several occasions the Board had emphasized the importance

of plans of operation as a means of ensuring the orderly implementation of long-term

projects. It was felt that once long-term projects were formulated on the lines

indicated, there should be no serious difficulty in working out, in consultation

with the recipient governments, suitable plans of operation for carrying out

these projects. It was appreciated that long-term projects showed considerable

variations from one organization to another and that, consequently, a plan of

operation appropriate for one organization might not be suitable for others. However, $

the Committee generally favoured the Board's suggestion to consider at a later stage

the desirability and the feasibility of evolving some simple but -effective plan of

operation which, with some changes, could be adapted to meet the requirements of

each organization.

92. The need for a separate plan of operation for each long-term project was

questioned by one member on the ground that this might unnecessarily duplicate the

work since each long-term project would in any case have to be prepared in considerable

depth with all the basic information mentioned in the Board's report (E/TAC/105,

S.V. para. 8). It was implicitly assumed by the Committee that the usefulness of

a plan of operation would be easier to determine once the system of project

programming was actually introduced.

93. Auration of the prograuming cycle. The Committee in general appreciated the

reasons that had impelled the Board to recommend an extension of the two-year

programming cycle, again on an experimental basis, for another two years covering

1963 and 1964. However, a number of members indicated their preference for the

one-year programming cycle, and several of them stressed that they wouId definitely

prefer to revert to the annual programming cycle after the 1963-64 biennium.
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94. It was agreed that the two-year cycle should continue until the end of 1964

and that the Commnittee would re-exauline the subject at the 1963 sunmner session.

95. Advancinr; the Planning Period. The Board had suggested that the question of

advancing the planning timetable by one year could be appropriately considered

after the actual introduction of project programming and in the light of the

experience that would be gained in the intervening period; and that meanwhile some

of the basic steps relating to the preparation of the progracmmie for the period

beginning with 1 January 1963 should be taklen in the current year without waiting

until 1962.

96. The discussions in the Committee revealed some difference of opinion among

the members on this question. While some members felt that the longer period

would be adveatageous even tinder a syste:; of project programming, others were of

the opinion that the planning period was already rather long. In any case, it was

cappreciated that the practical issue before the Committee at this stage was the

preparation of the programmne for the 1963-64 biennium on a "project programming

basis". There was complete agreement aunong all concerned that preparation of this

programme should start more or less immediately without waiting for 1962. In view

of this, the question of advancing the planning period resolved itself at this

stage into the more specific query, namely, whether the preparation of the progranme

for 1965, or.1965-66, should start in 1963 or in 1964. The Committee agreed that

this was a matter that could be appropriately dealt with in 1962.

97. Planning of country Jrogrammes. The observations made by the Board in its

report about the preparaioln of country programmes were duly noted by the Committee.

There was considerable discussion on the desirability of retaining the provision

contained in sub-paragralph 13 II(vi) of Council resolution 542 B ('VIII) on country

programming procedures, and the compatibility of this provision with the Committee's

decision to abolish agency planning shares and agency sub-tot.als (E/TAC/105,

S.V. para. 24). l;any members of the Committee cormnented rather critically on the

retention of the so-called "85 per cent rule" even under the revpised procedures.

98. On behalf of the Board it was pointed out that the. planning shares and sub-

totals of the' a.rticip,%tinZ Organizations related to the planning s-lge oC the

-rograimme, whereas the 85 per cent rule related to the final stage of the

*;rogr'unme as it emerged out of the programming exercise. In reply to some queries
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it was also confirmed that the 85 per cent related to the_ globl share of e.ach

Participating Organization in the final programme, and not to the progranmme of: any

individual c:ountry; and th.^.t, as a 7result, it did not in any way restrict the

freedom of choice of the recipient governments. It was also pointed out that this

85 per cent rule had never been evoked in practice since hitherto it had been,

automatically satisfied owing large]y to +:he year-to-year growth of the over-all

programme.

99. As for the future, it was appreciated that a strong case could be made out

for dispensing with this rule as had been sug'gested by several members. The

retention of this rule did not appear quito compatible with the spirit underlying

the elimination of agency plonning shareo ;.nd agency sub-totals. The smaller

ageccies had been receiving spcial conr.idoration in various ways, for example,

through the extra 1 per c.ent cf the resolxr9ess to be made available to them for

regional and' intel-regional projects iandc also through 'that part of the Executive

C!.airman's planning reserve whicLh would be use<' for assisting neor or smaller

agencies (E/TAC/105, S.V. paras. 29 and 32). And lastly, it wa.s important in

this context to ccnsider not only the Exbpand.ed Programme but also the Special Fund

which was substarn-'iall ly adding -to the vol-uie of activities of all agencies,

including the small ones,

100. In the circumstances, it was appreciiat::ed that whatever might have been the

reosons for the r,5 per cent rule in theo e.ar!.y ,:tages of the country programming

proceduros, they hal lost much of their foce i.n -the intervening 'poriod. The

Committee therefore decided tha-. this part:icular provision for agency global shares

in the final programme shou:'d be suppressc' as .were agency plcanning shares and sub-

totals andd that the govez.ling .legislet-ion should be amended accordingly.

101. _ Preparation of couftryXre.~,rn.rme reuests. TThe Committee laid nonsiderable

stress on the important role which Rcsirlen'f Representatives would hive to play

under a system of project programming. In mllany instances it might be necessary

for them to assist the Governments on their requests in formulating long-term

vrojects on the basis contemplated in tha project programming procedures. Such

assistance would, of course, have to be given in close co-operation with the

Participating Org-,nizations which would sontinue to render technical advice and

guidanoe at the request of the Governments for developing technical assistance

projects.
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102. The Committee also emphasized the crucial role which the national planning and

co-ordinating units of the recipient countries would play under the new system.

Accordingly, the Committee wholeheartedly endorsed the suggestion of the Board that

every possible step should be taken by the recipient Governments "to reinforce their

present planning and co-ordinating unitst in order to make these units fully

representative of the various services concerned with economic and social development

and to invest them with adequate authority".

103. Regional and inter-regional projects. During the discussions on the Board's

recommendations relating to regional and inter-regional projects (Et/AC/105, S.V,

para. 29) certain specific points were raised by some members. There i.'vas a

suggestion that 1 per cent of the field programme resources might not be enough for

the smaller agencies. It was explained on behalf of the Board that the 1 per cent

as suggested, together with the additional resources to be used from the Executive

Chairman's planning reserve, ought to be adequate for these agencies at least for

the 1963-64 biennium. A member suggested that agencies requesting funds for regional

projects should supply descriptive material on the proposed regional projects so that

TAC could consider the substance and merit of these regional projects as well as the

funds to be allocated.

104. The desirability of reserving 15 per cent uniformly for all Participating

Organizations wvas questioned by some mtmbers, especially since funds set aside for

regional projects would automatically reduce the receiving Governments' area of free

choice. The view was also expressed that regional programmes "consuming 15 per cent

of our resources are bound to contain projects of lower priority than existing

regional programmes at 12 per cent, and that the chances that the money would be

better used in country programmes are correspondingly increased". The same member

felt that since the appropriate proportion between regional and country projects

would vary from field to field and therefore from agency to agency, it would be more

logical to undertake first an objective assessment of the relative merits of regional

and country projects in each field and then only to decide the amount of resource::

that could be best allocated to regional projects. It was therefore suggested that,

pending such an assessment, it might be more appropriate to maintain the present

12 per cent ceiling for regional and inter-regional projects while allowing a higher
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proportion of resources to the World Meteorological Organization, the International

Civil Aviation Organization and :certain other small agencies.

105. While noting the reservations mentioned above, the Committee endorsed the

recommendations of the Board for the 1963-64 biennium subject to the condition that

the whole question would be reviewed again at the 1963 summer session of TAC.

106. Category II programme. The Committee took note of the fact that the

Category II programme would continue to perform the same functions as at present and

that no change was envisaged in its existing level which, generally, amounted to

50 per cent of the Category I programme. It was appreciated that under a system of

project programming the promotion of a long-term Category II project to Category I

would have to satisfy the conditions laid dovn in the Board's report (E/'AC/105, S.V.

para. 30).

107. Plarning reserves. The Committee noted with approval the recommendation of

T· he Board that, for the preparation of the 1963-64 programme, 2 per cent of the over-

all field programme resources would be held in reserve for the Participating

Oreanizations at the planning stage and would be used for making marginal adjustments

in their final regional and country programmes, and that 3 per cent of the same

resources would be set aside for the Executive Chairman to be used for making adjust-

ments in country programmes as well as for assisting new or smaller agencies in the

development of their programmes.

Financial matters

108. Since the present legislation provided for annual allocation of funds to the

Participating Organizations for implementing a two-year programme covering 1961-62,

the Committee noted that no major change in the financial procedures would be needed

ui :IL present5 and that, accordingly, the financial provisions relating to 1961-62

:would be 'extended to the 1963-64 biennium with (i) appropriate changes in language

to take into account the fact that the future programme would be planmned and approved

on a "project programming" basis, and (ii) such adjustments as might be necessary to

enable the Participating Organizations to carry over -the unobligated. balances of

authorized short-term projects from one programme period into another.

109. The Committee noted the Board' s comments on the question as to whether or not

"project programming" should be accompanied by a system of "project financing"'under

which the funds necessary for implementing the programme would be allocated to the 0
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Participating Organizations on a project-by-project basis for the duration, or at

least for a large oart of the life, of cach project. In this connexion, the Board

had reconmmended that it would be desirable to review this question at a later date

on the basis of experience gained in the administration of a system of project

programming, and to keep, for the present, the changes in the financial procedures to

a minimum.

110. As for the contingency authority of the Executive Chairman, the Committee

appreciated the practical difficulty of combining one-year authorizations with two-

year programming and decided to establish the contingency authority of the Executive

Chairn,'~n for a full programming period, subject to a continuing close review by the

Executive Chairman of authorizations carried over from one year to the next.

Some :eneral policy questions

111. Freedom of choice of recipient countries. Several members emphasized that

the freedom of choice of the recipient countries should not be impaired under the

system of project programming. On behalf of the Board, it was explained that under

the new system the Governments would enjoy greater freedom in formulating their

programme requests than hitherto, since they would,. as a rule, have an uncommitted

mr'rgin in tieir country targets to be used freely by them to meet their priority needs.

112. Role of TAC. Some members also wanted to be reassured that the role of the

Technical Assistance Committee would not be weakened under the new system. Again,

on behalf of the Board it was pointed out that the adoption of project programming

should enable the Com:ittee to discharge its responsibility more effectively. For,

once long-term projects were formu].ated and submitted with all the basic information

mentioned in the Board's report (E/TAC/L.105, S.V. para. 8), the Committee should be

in a much better position to judge the quality of individual projects.

113. Simplification of procedures Some members, while stressing the importance of

simplifying procedures and minimising paper work, wondered if the new system would not

produce the opposite results particularly if the programme is to be submitted as

indicated in the report (E/TAC'/.1l05, S.V. para. 10). It was explained to the

Committee that in the initial stages there would be a considerable volume of

additional work because the existing long-term projects would have to be prepared in

depth covering the whole duration in each case. However, once this work was completed

there would be advantages in many directions, and the volume of work, too, would be
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considerably reduced. For example, authorized long-term projects would not require

re authorization for several years, and most of them perhaps never at all - they

would only need detailed budgeting for subsequent programme-periods; information on

long-term projects previously collected on an ad hoc basis to meet the Committee's

wishes would be automatically available under project programming without involving

any additional work; the long-term projects would also help reduce the work in

preparing, the "Project Handbook" and maintaining it on an up-to-date basis. On

behalf of the Board, the assurance was given that every effort would be made to

devise and adopt simple forms and to keep paper work to a minimum.

114. Administrative and operational services costs. Some members enquired about

the bearing of project programming on administrative and operational services costs,

and wanted to be assured that these costs would not go up with the introduction of

tie new system. It was explained that while project programming would systematise

matters in various ways, the AOS cost3 need not be significantly affected either way,

since an increase in the volume of work in some directions was likely to be offset

by decrease elsewhere. In any case the matter could be realistically considered

only after the new system had been in effect for some time. O

115. Expanded Programme - Special Fund relationship. Some members wondered about

the relationship between the two programmes after the adoption of project programming

under which long-term ElTA projects would very closely approximate to those of the

Special Fund. The question was raised whether it would not be desirable to pass on

such long-term projects to the Special Fund.

116. It was explained on behalf of the Board that the Expanded Programme covered a

much wider field, whereas the Special Fund concentrated on what was primarily con-

sidered to be pre-investment activities, although recently the field of the Special

Fund was somewhat extended to cover, for example, teacher training for secondary

schools. In any case, functionally, a substantial area remained, and would probably

continue to remain, outside the ambit of the Special Fund. Besides, the Special Fund

still had a floor so far as the size of individual projects was concerned, although

the original floor of $250,000 for individual projects had been lowered in respect of

feasibility studies. While a good many: long-term projects might very well reach,

or even go beyond, the effective floor set for Special Funds projects, there would

undoubtedly be a great many which would continue to remain below this level. For, as 0
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emphasized by many members of the Committee, short-term projects would continue to

play a vital role writhin the framework of -he Expanded Programme. And lastly, where

long-term projects were both substantial in size and fell within the jurisidction

of the Special Fund, they ought to be treated as Special Fund projects. The more

such projects were passed over to the Special Fund, the greater would be the funds

available for financing other projects under the Expanded Programme.

117. Fixing country targets. Some questions were raised about the method followed

for fixing targets for individual countries, now that planning shares and subtotals

are eliminated. One member also stated that the present criteria for fixing targets

were inadequate as some countries with a higher level of development were receiving

more assistance than other more needy ones. It was ex)lained in reply that several

factors had a bearing on the establishment of country targets. The degree of their

relevance to target fixing, however, varied considerably - some of them were more or

less of a compelling nature; others had only a limited relevance; while some might

have none at all in specific situations. In view of this, target fixing inevitably

contained an important element of judgment.

118. The compelling factors were, first, the estimated resources likely to be

available to the programme as a whole and, second, the size of the existing programmes

along with their continuing commitments. Some of the resolutions passed by the

General Assembly or the Economic and Social Council also tended to fall more or less

in the same category. In addition, due weight must be given to the size of the

population and the per capita income, extent of assistance received from various

sources, capacity for absorbing technical assistance in individual countries, and

special situations like the one that arose in Chile last year after the earthquakes.

It was agreed that more information on the question of fixing country targets would

be made available to the Committee.

119. Fixing priorities. Several members raised the question of fixing some

priorities, within the framework of the technical assistance activities carried out

under the Expanded Programme, which could serve as guidelines to all concerned in

formulating programme-requests of the recipient Governments. The observations made

by the members', however, underlined the complexity involved in such a task. On
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behalf of the Board an assurance was given that the matter would be carefully con-

sidered over the coming months, based on the comments and observations made in the

Committee, and-that the Board would be glad 'to report to the Committee the outcome

of its deliberations on this subject.

Resolution on Country Protramming Procedures

120. At its 243rd'meeting the Committee received a dlraft resolution (E/TAC/L.241) by

Afghanistan, Brazil, New Zealand, United Arab Republic and the:United Kingdom of

Great Britain and Northern ireland, proposing that the Council endorse the recommen-

dations of the Board on project programming, subject to the following conditions:

"(a) Except in exceptional cases the period of initial Technical Assistance
Committee authorization for long-term projects should not be more than four

years: this rule shall not exclude subsequent consideration of the extension

of such projects by 'the Technical .,ssistanc'e Committee should the recipient

government and the Technical Assistanco Board, vrith the technical advice of

'the Participating Organizatlio, conre,:lre? 'jl.dge this to be necessary;

"(b) The Technmical Assistance Board should exercise esoecial vigilance against
the possibility of the Expanded Programme 'losing flexibility as a result of
long-term projects taking up too large a proportion of the Programme' s total
resources and should report to the Techniecal Assistance Committee on this

subject in respect of each programmning period;

"(c) The two-year programming cycle should be extended on an experimental

basis for the years 1963-64 and the Technical Assistance Committee should review
the position again in the sumnmer of 1.953;

"(d) In future the Executive Chairman's contingency authority should be approved

by the Technical Assistance Committee for a, full programming period, subject to

continuing close review by the.Executive Chairman of authorizations carried over

from one year to the next; the question of increasing thlie amount of the authority

should be subject to future review of the Technical Assistance Committee at the

request of the Executive Chairman."

121. The Council would also decide to eliminate the "85 per cent provision" contained

in resolution 542 B (XVIII) paragraph (vi) and would request the Executive Chairman,

"in deciding the use of his planning reserve for the 1963-64 programming period, to

take fully into account the desirability of continuing adequate provision for the

needs of the developing countries for assistance in the fields of activity covered by

the WMO, ITU, ICAO and IAEA. In addition, the Council would invite the Participating

Organizations "to prepare for the information of governments interested in receiving

assistance from the Expanded Programme in 1963-64 and subsequent programming periods

concise statements of the ways in which their organizations can be of particular

assistance to countries in the process of development2 especially by technical co-
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operation most closely relating to the governments' own development plans". Finally,

the resolution provided that TAC would "prepare at its session in the summer of 1962

an indication of the most appropriate principles for guidance of governments wishing

to establish priorities for assistance under the Expanded Progr.mme".

122. The members of the Committee generally supported these proposals and, after

an exchange of views, the sponsors accepted a number of suggestions including:

(i) a suggestion by the representative of Poland to annextto the resolution a summary

of the Board's report; (ii) a proposal by the representative of the USS11 to eliminate

from paragraph (d) the reference to "an increase" in the Executive Chairman's

conwin'gency authority; (iii) a suggestion by the representative of Jordan to indicate

in paragraph (b) by the word "particularly" that long-term projects are not the only

factor which can impair the flexibility of the programme.

123. Following a suggestion by the TAB secretariat that paragraph (a) specify that

"all long-term projects should be prepared and submitted for their entire duration,

but the period of initial TAC authorization ... " the representative of Afghanistan,

Ethiopia, New Zealand, Poland, United Arab Republic and the United Kingdom of Great

Britain and Northern Ireland submitted a revised text of the resolution (E/TAC/L.241/

Reir.1). The representative of Brazil stated that, although supporting the revised

draft as a whole, the new text did not sufficiently reflect his Governments concern

with long-term projects for him to co-sponsor it.

124, At its 244th meeting the Committee adopted unanimously the text of the

resolution reproduced in annex V to this report.

Consultation with Regional Commissions

].25. At its 244th meeting the Committee received a draft resolution (E/TAC/L.244)

by Brazil, El Salvador, Uruguay and Venezuela whereby TAC would recommend to the

Executive Chairman "that when preparing his programmes he shouldinvite in good time

tile Executive Ser:etaries of the regional economic commissions to submit their views

on those programmes which relate to the countries in their respective regions".

126. In introducing this resolution the sponsors stated that with the decentralization

of economic and social activities of the United Nations, the regional economic

(* ccmmissions were being.strengthened and were playing an active role in advising

countries in the formulation of their long-term plans. Consultations in good time

with the regional economic commissions would strengthen the new system of project
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programming and the planning of national economic and social development. Iile a

number of members supported these proposals, some members expressed doubt as to the

desirability of adopting a resolution on this matter. They felt in particular that

such consultations with regional commissions would add an unnecessary step in the

preparation of country programmes and might also interfere with the responsibilities

of the Resident Representatives in the development of these programmes; the volume-

of assistance provided to countries not members of a commission might be affected;

the resolution might impose on some of the commissions a task which they were not

yet able to undertakce with their present staffs; the adoption of a resolution by

TAC on the subject should probably await the final Council decision on the decen-

tralization of United Nations' economic and social activities. Still other members

felt' that regional commissions should be consulted only as regards regional projects

with which they were directly concerned.

127. In the course of the discussion the Executive Chairman assured the Committee

that the proposals would in no wa.y affect the volume of technical assistance

allocated to any region or any country as it was the Board, under the authority of

TAC, which had sole responsibility for deciding the size of any country target. As

regards the possible role of the regional commissions in the preparation of stages of

programme planning, all members of the Board felt that it would be useful if the

secretariats of the economic commissions, which were concerned with economic

development problems of the various regions and had to advise governments on economic

planning, were to give their views on the economic and social factors which should be-

taken into account at an early stage in the preparation of technical assistance

programmes.

128. After an exchange of views which showed a wide support for a decision along

these lines, the sponsors of the draft resolution submitted to the Committee a revised

text (E/TAC/L.244/Rev.l).

129. At its 247th meeting the Committee adopted the resolution (E/TAC/L.244/Rev.l)

which is reproduced below:

"The Technical Assistance Committee,

Considering that technical assistance by the United Nations and the
specialized oaencies and the I'AA through the Expanded Programme of Technical
Assistance will be all the more. effective if provided on the basis of projects
wheic formn- p-re .f economic ;a: social 'ieveI.m.'ent 7:l..s,
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Bearing in mind the growing role of the regional economic commissions in
advising governments on the preparation of economic development plans and projects,

Recommends to the Executive Chairman of the Technical Assistance Board that
he invite the Executive Secretary of each of the Regional Economic Commissions
to present his views on the economic and social factors to be taken into account
in the preparation of programmes of technical co-operation in countries of his
reion, -

Requ6sts the Executive Chairman of the Technical Assistance Board to report
to the Technical Assistance Committee, at its summer meeting in 1962, on the
implementation of the above recommendation."
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I temr V

;R." ,T .6 FROGr2. FOR 1961 - "'

130. The Committee had before it a note by the Executive Chairman transmitting revised

supplementary programmes for 1961-62 of newly independent or emerging countries. This

report was submitted to the Committee in accordance with the decision taken at its

session in November 1960 that the supplementary programme for 1961-62 approved for

twenty-one newly independent and emerging countries was "subject to further review by

the Governments and Participating Organizations concerned" and that the changes

resulting from this reviewi would be reported to TAC.

131. The Executive Chairman reported that thirteen countries had submitted revised

programmes, reproduced in document E/TAC/L. 237, and that the re-programming had still

to be completed in the remaining eight countries. It was also to be noted that the

implementation of the supplementary programmes did not have to await the completion of

the re-programming exercise and that the Executive Chairman had informed the governmezits

and the organizations early in January that projects which had been firmly established

and requested should be initiated as soon as possible in the operational year.

132. One member of the Committee indicated that, while his Delegation had no major

objection to the revised programmes submitted to TAC, it had some doubt whether all the

projects were of the first priority and felt that the Governments might not have received

the best advice from the Organizations for the drawing up of some of the projects.

133. The 2xecutive Chairman recalled that the development of these programmes had been a

particularly difficult exercise since, to some extent, they had to be drawn up on an

ad hoc and emergency basis. i'ioreover, these countries were receiving assistance from a

number of sources and looked to the Programme as one part of the help they were getting

from outside. Projects requested from the United Nations' programmes may have had in

some cases a complementary character. He would look into the points which had been made

but the important thing was to start the work and to prepare for the two-year project

programming exercise. There would be full opportunity to examine the needs and wishes

of the countries and to provide them with appropriate advice to render their programmes

as effective as possible. The Executive Chairman also indicated that additional

information on these supplementary programmes would be presented to the Committee at

its next session.

134. The Committee decided to take note with appreciation of the Executive Chairman's

report on the revised supplementary programme for 1961-62 (E/TYAC/L.237) as well as of L

his remarks.
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;,L,OCM,TION OlF' ;.D.iINIST!i'i&IViE AND OPE:IMTIO;w,-.L SC;ZVrICES COS rS
mi3'~.t:%i, 2ECtJ L t i I.ND ;;.I:U' ;NvI C';'?,';" "3U' .DGET".S

135. In accordance withl i-ts decision taken in July 1960, the Committee considered the

question of the allocation of administrative anLd ,peratioril services costs betowe,ll

regu:lar and Expanded Programme Budgae-ts. 'L'he Committe-, had be'lore it the conulients and

recommenda-tions of' the ,Advisory Committee for Administrative and Budgtetary Munctions

(A/4774) and the communications of the Director General of F,,0 (JI/TXC/].O06) arid the

Secretary General of Ti,,O (,E/TitC/107) on this subject.

136. In introducing the question, the representative of the Executive Chairman recalled

that the Committee has in past years devoted considerable attention to the question of

the way and extent to whic'h .08 costs sh9ould be allocated between the regular budgc-ts

of the organizations and xcpanded Progrannme funds. .lile opinions had been unanimous

that such costs should be kept to a minimum compatible with efficiency of operation of

the programnme, there had been wide difference of view among governments, as well as

between the recommendations of the governin- orpgans of the ParticipatinGf Organizations,

* as regards the extent, if any,, to which such costs should be assumed by the regular

budlets of the Organizat-ions. The present interim arrangement for the allocation of

this cost extended until the end of 1962 and the Executive Chairman h,-ad drawn 'tile

at-tenti on of the idvisory Comrmittee to the need for the organizations 'to > 'now well in

advance of their own budjo-tary cycles, any change.which might be made in -the current

system of allocation, as well as in *the amounts which the organizations could take into

account in preparing' their own budgets.

1.37. Since the question as to whether the regular budgets of the organizations should

assume A\OS costs relatinij to the ¢PT., activities was a matter for nember Governments

to decide, and as 'the level of the RExo.nded Prog^ramme was, it is hoped, not stabilized,

the Advisory Committee ihad. felt that it could not propomtse a "final solutirn'" -:.r' the

question of the allocation of these costs but rather an interim solution coverinq, the

period 1963-1964.

138. Under the iadvisory Committee's proposals: (a) the allocation of funds fr:m EPTI,

-to -the organizati::ns w-ould be rmade , as heret:L',ore, in the form of "lump sum" aremunts

and not on the basis of itemized expenditures relating to speci.fic ,ikTh activit-ios -

such l.ump sums bein-g calculated on the basis of a fixed percentage cf the project

* c;sts including& local costs; (b) this system of -fixed percenta3.;e would. ap-ly Ji th
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some measure of flexibility for the smaller or newer agencies (ICAO, ITU, W1flv'O IAEJh),

and, finally, (c) any of the organizations could use all or part of the "lump sum"

for field activities if their AOS expenditures are lower or already assumed in their

regular budgets.

139. When the advisory Committee had considered the extension of the present arranoe-

ment to the years 1963 and 1964 the Executive Chairman had dravn its attention t,o the

fact that, with the present and expected substantial increase in the Expanded Prograrmle

field activities, the use of the year 1959 as a year of reference to calculate the

lump sum allocation would result in a very significant decrease in the relation between

allocations for aOS costs' and project costs - this all the more so since contingency

authorizations now representing 7-1/2 per cent of the res'ources were not taken into

account in the calculation. The Advisory Committee had therefore proposed that for

1963-and 1964 the lump sum amounts be estimated on the basis of one half of the

1961-1962 field programme. It had considered, however, that the fixed percentage to

be applied should be brought down to 11 per cent instead of 12 per cent as had been

the case for calculatin; the lump sum amounts already approved for 1962.

140. The Committee generally supported the Advisory Committee's' recommendations for

extending to the period 1963-1964 the general features of the interim solution at

present in force.

141. One member of the Committee recalled that in his Government's opinion all AOS,

costs of the EPT. should be assumed by the Special Account. Recognizing the difficulty

of identifying these' costs, he agreed, as an interim solution, to a system of lump sum

allocations, with the consolidation of administrative costs in the regular budgets of

the organizations as recommended by the Advisory Committee. He supported, however,

the view expressed by the representative of URIESCO that a decrease in the percentage

for the calculation of the lump sum amounts at a time when extra budgetary activities

of the organization were increasing rapidly would affect both the quality of the

administration and the standard of the progrramme.

142. Another member of the Committee stated that his Government favoured the absorption

of the Expanded Programme administrative costs in the budgets of the organizations.

143. The Committee decided that the percentage to be applied for the calculation of the

1963 and 1964 lump sum allocation should be set at 12 per cent.

144. The Committee considered the recommendation of the Advisory Committee that the

system of fixed percentage should apply "with some measure of flexibility" in the case

of ICMO, ITU, Wi..O and L',,=,.
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.145. In this connexion, the representative of the World Meteorological Organization

informed the Committee that its Executive Committee, in response to a request of the

United Nations, has decided that in principle W'TT0 should be prepared to take over from

1 January 1964 the administration of its £PTS projects which at present is being under-

taken on behalf of 'i,,O by the United Nations. It was noted that !..0O will require an

increased allocation for administrative and operational services costs and that it

will submit a definite estimate in 1963. It was agreed that this request of 1friO would

be given favourable consideration in application of the flexibility provided for the

allocation of administrative and operational services costs to the smaller agencies.

146. The representative of ICiLC stressed the importance of the provision for

flexibility in new arrangements as the present allocations were merely adequate and,

with the expanding activities of ICAO, could not be reduced without affecting the

quality of the organization's work in the field of technical assistance.

147. The Committee agreed that the new arrangemonts would apply "with some measure of

flexibility" in the case of the smaller agencies.

148. The Committee reviewed the recommendation of the hdvisory Committee to maintain

*) the provision of resolution 737 (X(VIII) paragraph 5 whereby any portion of funds

allocated for AOS costs but not needed for this purpose "should be taken into account

in establishing the programming planning share of the organization". In view of the

TAC decision to eliminate agency planning shares and subtotals, it was felt that the

provision should be eliminated or modified on the understanding that any such saving

could be used for field activities.

149. During the discussions, it was suggested that the provision be eliminated so that

saving revert to the Special Account. Thie representative of LIEA stated that such a

measure would amount to penalizing small agencies which otherwise could have used

their administrative cost saving to finance good projects whic'h, for lack of funds,

had to be included only in the Category II programme.

150. After an exchange of views on the means of ensuring that any saving be used for

projects, the Committee decided that any portion of a lump sum allocation for 0OS costs

to which an organization is entitled but which is not required for such purpose, should

be added to the Executive Chairman's planning reserve.

151. Subject to the modifications reported above, the Committee approved the recommenda

tions of the Advisory Committee, and decided to incorporate them in a resolution to be

submitted to the Council for adoption.

152. at its 254th meeting the Committee unanimously approved for adoption by the Counci

the resolution reproduced in annex VI of this report.
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Item VII '

QUESTIONS RELATING TO 'idE SPECLL'.FUND AND THE
E1'PANDED PROGRAJt: E OF TECHNICAL A.SSISTANCE

153. The Committee noted the report of the M,:Ianaging Director of the Special Fund and

the Executive Chairman of the Technical Assistance Board on. questions relating to the

Special Fund and the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance/.

154. At its 253rd meeting, the Committee considered a draft resolution (E/TAC/L.249/

Rev.l) by the representative6 of Afghanistan, Brazil, Ethiopia,. New Zealand, Sudan,

the United Arab: Republic, the United Kingdom .of Great Britain and Northern Ireland

and the United States of America, according to'which the Council:

"1. Considers that the services of Resident Representatives should be made
available wherever possible to countries whose govornments request them;'

"2. Dri.es the adrinistrative Committee of) Co-ordination in consultation with
the Eixecutive Chairman'of the T,. hnicail kssistance' Board and the j"anaging.
Director of the Special Fund, to ensure that a high standard of representation'
is maintained in e ll countries served by -the 'Resident lRepresen'tatives and that
adequate support, both substantive and administrative, is made available to them;

"3. Reiterates the hope tliat govornme.ts 'to whom' Resident Representatives are
accredited will continue to 'mnke' foll use of their services and to that end keep
them informed of their development plans'.and requests for assistance;

"4. Requests the k.dministrative Committee on. Co-ordinati<on, in furtherance of
paragraph 3 of Council resolution 795 (XXX), to submit to the Council at its
thirty-fourth session -proposals by which Resident Representatives may, for
purposes of co-ordincation, be kept informed about and, as appropriate, associated
with enquiries and negotiations co'ncnrning programmes of technical co-operation

undertaken or contemplated by the United Nations, the specialized agencies and
the International itoomic Energy Agency whether financed from voluntary funds,
including the Expanded Programme of Technical. Assistance, the Special Fund and
the United Nations' Children's Fund, or from the regular budgets of their
respective organ'izations;

"5. Further requests the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination to transmit
its proposals to the ad hoc Committee established under resolution ..... and to
the Advisory Committee on zAdministrative and 'udgetary Questions in time for the

latter's hiay 1952 session ;with a view to the comments of those two bodies being
available along with the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination's proposals
for consideration by the Council at its thirty-fourth session."

155. The sponsors stressed that, i, adoptinii this resolution, the Council would indicate

its awareness of the "problem that the diversity of aid available through the United

Nations' system presents to Governments seeking to co-ordinate and expand their national

development programmes", and also its desire "to' make further efforts to assist the

l/ Document E/3473.
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Governments in meeting this problem, and to get maximum value from the assistance they

receive by relating it to their development needs and programmes". The Council would,

in this connexion, reaffirm "its belief that the resident representatives have a

particularly important role to play in assistingr Governments in this respect". It

would note the action taken so far to increase the effectiveness of the services which

Resident Representatives provide to the Governments concerned and the Participating

Organizations, and would stress the importance of appointing persons of high quality

with wide knowledge of United Nations' organizations' activities, and of the problems

and conditions prevailing in the countries where they serve, and of increasing efforts

being made to secure such representatives, as well as staff members, from the develop-

ing countries.

156. The sponsors explained that paragraph 4 of the draft resolution covered "technical

qo-operation" activities carried out under the Expanded Programme, the Special Fund and

the regular programmes of the organizations as well as the United Nations' Children's

Fund. It was not intended to include the activities of the International Bank and the

International Monetary Fund, except for technical assistance projects. As regards the

recommendations in parag'raph 4 that the Resident Representatives "may, for purposes of

co-ordination, be kept informed about and, as appropriate, associated with enquiries

and negotiations concerning programmes of technical co-operation", the sponsors asked

that the report of the Committee make it clear that it was not intended to interfere

with negotiations of a technical nature which only professionally qualified staff

members of the organizations should carry out. The use of the words "as appropriate"

indicated that the Governments and the organizations could associate Resident Repre-

sentatives in the neotiations when the latter were in a position to help, and did not

constitute an obligation imposed on them, nor a service of which they had to make use.

157. i number of members expressed their _feneral support for the draft resolution and,

in response to suggestions made during the debate, the sponsors agreed to specify in

paragraph 3 that Governments would keep Resident Rep:resentatives informed of "their

development plans and requests for technical assistance, to the extent that those

Governments so desired". They also agreed to include in the considerendum of the

resolution that Resident Representatives ";hiould be fully informed of conditions and

problems in the countries which they serve".

158. Some members, however, were of the view that the draft resolution was unnecessary

as the Committee had already approved the establishment of an ad hoc committee to study,

from a broader angle, these questions. The adoption of such a resolution was premature
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and would prejudice the ad hoc committee's findings and recommendations on one of the

important aspects of its study. They also stated that all substantive aspects of the

draft resolution, as well as its financial implications, should be thoroughly examined

but that it was probably not possible at this stage of the committee's work. They

recommended therefore that no action be taken except to refer the text to the ad hoc

committee for consideration, but that if the text were to be approved, it should be

significantly amended to reflect accurately the number of important points made during

the Technical Assistance Committee debates.

159. The members of the Committee who supDorted the draft resolution stated that the

work of the ad hoc committee was in no way affected by *the adoption of the draft

resolution since the commnittee's study would cover a much broader field; the resolution

resulted directly from the clear indication which the Technical Assistance Committee

has given throughout its debates of the importance it attaches to the role which the

Resident Representatives must play in the programmes of technical co-operation; any

delay in strengthening their position would be a disservice to the recipient countries

themselves.

160. iAt the 254th meeting of the Committee, the representative of the Union of Soviet

Socialist Republics introduced a number of amendments which were later reproduced in

E/TAC/L.252 as follows:

I. Fourth preambular paragraiph: After the words "the resident representatives"
insert the words "and the secretariats of the regional economic commissions".

II. Ei/hth rreambualr paragraph: After the words "persons of hirn calibre"
delete the words "and with a wide lmowvledge of -the activities of the United

Nations and its related agencies in the economic and social field" and amend the
latter part of the -aragraph, after the words "and that increasing efforts should
be made to secure", to read as follows: "citizens of all countries on the basis
of broad geographical distribution, taking into account, in particular, the need
to draw upon citizens of the developing countries so that they may participate in
these activities as resident representatives and as members of their staffs,".

III. sifter operative ?oaraora-ph 1 insert a new operative paragraph 2 to read as
follows: "2. Also considers it essential to recommend to the Executive Chairman
of the Technical Assistance 3oard that, in order to facilitate liaison and to
improve the work of the representatives of the Technical Assistance Board as
intermediaries in technical assistance matters between the United Nations and the
governments of the countries to which they are accredited, he should take steps
to appoint citizens of those countries as deputy resident representatives in
consultation with, and on the recommendation of, the governments concerned;".

IV. In the :former. operative para-rr,.h 2, delete the words "the Administrative

,Committee on Co-ordination" and amend the beginning of the paragraph to read as
follows: "Urfes the Executive Chairman of the Technical Assistance Board, in
consultation with the Managing Director of the Special Fund and the executive
secretaries of the regional economic communissions ...".
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V. In the former operative parauraph 3, insert after the words "their services"
the:words "and of the services of the regional economic commissions".

VI. Replace former operative pararfraph 4, "4. Instructs the Executive Chairman
of the Technical Assistance Board and requests the heads of the agencies related
to the United Nations to supply to the representatives of the Technical Assistance
Board and to the regional economic commnissions of the United Nations, for purposes
of co-ordination, the necessary information in respect of inquiries and negotiations
concerning programmes of technical co-operation ...".

. VII. Delete the former operative paragraph 5.

161. The representative of El Salvador proposed to amend the first operative paragraph

of the joint draft resolution (E/T/C/L.253) as follows:

1. Considers that resident representatives should perform their duties in close
co-operation with the Executive Secretaries of the regional economic commissions,
and that the services of resident representatives should be made available wherever
possible to countries whose governments request them;

162. The representative of France considered that in paragraph 3 mention should be made

that information to be provided by Lgverznments to Resident Representatives related to

"requests for technical assistance to be submiitted to the United Nations" (E/TAC/L.254),

or such other words as would be necessary to make it clear that there was no question

of extending the responsibilities of thre Resident Representatives to other than United

Nations' programmes of technical co-operation.

163. at the following meeting the co-sponsors of the draft resolution reported that,

after consultation, they had agreed to revise their draft resolution to take into

account some of the amendments presented by other Delegations. Under their revised

draft the 4th preambular paragraph would include after "resident representatives" the

words "and Regional Economic Commissions". The last preambular paragraph would read:

"Believing, in view of the growing importance of the resident representatives,
that stress should continue to be laid on appointing on as broad a geographical
basis as possible -ersons of high calibre and with a wide knowledge of the
activities of the United Nations and its related agencies in the economic and
social field and that increasing efforts should be made to secure such repre-
sentatives and their staffs from the developing countries, and that they should be
fully informed of conditions and problems in'the countries which they serve;"

Paragraphs 1 and 3 would be reworded as follows:

"1. Considers that the services of resident representatives should be made
available wherever possible to countries whose governments request them and that
they should maintain appropriate co-operation with the Executir :ecretaries of
the Regional Economic Commissions;"

"3. Reiterates the hope that governments to whom resident representatives are
accredited will continue to make full use of their services and of the services
of the Regional Economic Commissions and, for information only, keep them generally
appraised o,f their development plans and requests for technical assistance to the
extent those governments consider this useful;".
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164. The representative of E1l Salvador stated that although the..new...text did not

entirely meet the points made in his original. amendment, he could accept the revised

draft.' The representative of France, after an'exchange of' views'with the co-sponsors,

formally proposed that the new text of paragraph .3be amended to include after the

words "and for information only" the following phrase:

"and thereforewithout involving an extension of the responsibilities of the
resident representatives".

165. The representative bf the United Arab Republic suggested that the amendments,

whether or not accepted by TaC, should be brought to the attention of the Ad Hoc

Committee of Eight. It was pointed out that all the views, suggestions and proposals

made during the TjC debate on this item would be, through this report and the summary

records of the meetings, available to the Ad Hoc Committee as one of the basis for its

discussion.

166' The representative of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics stated that as his

amendments III, IV and VI reproduced in paragraph 8 above were not reflected in the

revised draft presented by the co-sponsors, he would request that they be put to the

vote.

The Committee voted as follows:

(a) The preambular paragraphs as revised by the co-sponsors were adoptedwithout

opposition.

(b) Amendment III by the representative of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

(see paragraph 8 above) was rejected by 5 votes in favour, 13 against with

4 abstentions.

(c) Amendment IV by the representative of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

was rejected by 3 votes in favour, 16 against with 3 abstentions.

(d) Amendment VI by the representative of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

was rejected by 3 votes in favour, 16 against with 3 abstentions.

(e) The verbal amendment by the representative of France (see paragraph 12 above).

was adopted by 12 votes in favour, 7 against with 4 abstentions.

(f) Paragraph 3 of the revised joint draft resolution, as amended, was adopted by.

16 votes in favour, none against, with 5 abstentions.

(g) The other operative paragraphs of the draft resolution were adopted by 20 votes

in favour, none against, with 3 abstentions.

167. The Committee adopted the revised draft resolution, as amended, by 20.votes in

favour, none against, with 3 abstentions. The text of the draft resolution as recom-

mended by the Cbmmittee to the Council for adoption, is reproduced in Annex VII.
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Item2 IX

FINANCING OF COiPWENSATION PAYMENTS IN THE EVENT OF DEATH;
INJURY OR ILLNESS ATTRIBUTABLE TO THE PEFCORi,ANCE OF OFFICIAL

DUTIES ON BEHALF OF THE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROGCnRAMiE

168. The Conunittee considered a note by the Executive Chairwan (E/TAC/L.238)

bringing to his attention the question of the financing of compensation payments

in the event of death, injury or illness attributable to the performance of

official duties on behalf of the Prograrmye, in the cases where the compensation

payments decided by the Claims Cormmittees or other similar bodies of the

Participating Organizations continued after full resort to the Pension Fund and

any medical or other insurance schemes.

169. In the Board's view, the present arrangements which provide that such

paymlents are charged against the Category I programne, are not satisfactory as

they tend to distort the cost of country or regional progrozre es. The Board felt

that the payments should be financed centrally outside the Category I prograr.nme

and recommuended accordingly that the Technical Assistance Committee "authorize

the Executive Chairmarn to mlake appropriate advances fron the Working Capital and

Reserve Fund, to be repaid in full as a first charge against resources of the

ensuing year, to cover such special compensation payments as the Organizations

are required to make in respect of experts who are, or have been, engaged to

serve on Expanded Programme assignments".

170. The Cormmittee approved this recommendation and decided -that, under the

provision 5 (a) (ii) of"Council resolution 52A (XVII), as wmended by resolution

623 (II) (XDII), the Executive Chairman could make advances from the Working

Capital and Reserve Fund for the purpose of financing such compensation payments.

* The report of the Contmittee on item VIII of its agenda is contained in
document E/3548
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ANNEX I

EXPLNDED PIOGRid/iE OF TECFHNICAL ASSISTANCE

Annual Reuort of the Technical Assistance Boeard to the
Technical Assistance Committee

The Economic and Social Council

Takes note with eappreciation of the report of the Technical Aasistanco Board

to the Technical Assistance Committee.l /

E/3471
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ANNEX II

ECPLNDED PROGRLJDE OF TECHIICL ASSISTANCE

Annual Report of the Technical Assistance Board to the
Technical Assistance Committee

The Econ6mic and Social Council,

Recalling General Assembly resolution 1532 (XV) of 15 December 1960 and

Council resolution 806 (XXX) of 22 December 1960,

Noting with satisfaction that countries receiving assistance are and will become

able increasingly to make available both expert personnel and training facilities

to other recipient countries,

Stressing that this interchange of experts and use of training facilities by

countries at varying stages of development is mutually helpful,

Desiring to increase the effectiveness of the United Nations Programme of

Technical Co-operation through as wide an interchange of persons and skills as

* possible,

Noting that a study by the Executive Chairman of the Technical Assistance Board

and the Consultative Committee on Administrative Questions of the problem of

recruitment of experts is in progress,

1. Requests the Technical Lssistance Board and the participating organizations

when recruiting experts and arranging scholarships and training coursesy

increasingly to seek the assistance of developing countries;

2. Requests the Executive Chairman to report on measures taken under the

United Nations prograrmnes of technical co-operation to broaden and increase the KS£ Q

expert assistance and training facilities provided by developing countries.
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ANNEX III

EXP1NDED PROGPJIAME OF TCHNICA.L ASSISTAINCE

Annual Report of the Technical Assistance Board to the
Technical Assistance Committeeo

The Economic' and Social Council,

Considering that the establishment of netional economic and social development

programmes is one of the key factors in the identification of country development

objectives, priorities and possibilities, and that the United Nations system can

mobilize and apply its resources in the most effective manner to assist Member

Governments to this end,

Recognizing the importance of the inter-relationship between the Technical

Co-operation Programmes of the United Nations and specialized agencies and the

International Atomic Energy Agency and the pre-investment activities of the Special

Fund,' and their joint contribution to development,

Aware of the great and growing needs for technical assistance and pre-

investment assistance on the part of the developing countries and the need for

integrating and co-ordinating, in the interests of economy and the most effective

impact, such assistance so as to increase its benefits for the peoples and

institutions of'the developing countries,

1. Decides to establish an ad hoc committee of representatives of eight

Member Governments appointed by the President of the Council on as wide a

geographical basis as possible, from among the members of the Technical Assistance

Committee and the Governing Council of the Special Fund, to undertake with the

assistance of the Executive Chairman of the Technical Assistance Board and the

Managing Director of the Special Fund, a study of the further steps which may

be needed to:

(a) organize the technical co-operation activities of the United Nations,

the specialized agencies, the International Atomic Energy Agency and the Special

Fund so as to provide greater aid to Member Governments, on their request, in

the preparation of country development progranmmes, it being understood that the

preparation of such national programmes, their implementation and co-ordination,

is the prerogative of the governments concerned;
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(b) bring about a closer co-ordination whenever possible of the technical

.co-operation and pre-investment activitie.. f..t.he United Nations, the specialized

agencies, the International Atomic Energy Agency and the Special' Fund, with the

object of advancing the achievement of country development objectives;

(c) assist Member Governments-by providing technical co-operation services

which will be most conducive to their national development;

2. Requests 'he ad hoc committee'to explore ways and means of bringing

about in developing countries a closer relationship within the United Nations

family of agencies, giving special attention to the potential role of the

Resident Representatives, to provide more concerted advice to countries that

request it on the technical preparation and implementation of country programmes

and on the technical aspects of individual parts of such programmes;

3. Invites the United Nations, the specialized agencies, the International

Atomic Energy Agency and the Special Fund to transmit to the ad hoc committee

prior to December 31, 1961, any comments they may deem appropriate;

4. Requests the ad hoc committee to submit its report and recommendations

to the Governing Council of the Special Fund and to the Technical Assistance

Committee, and further requests that any comments of the latter two bodies,

together with the report of the ad hoc committee, be submitted to the thirty-

fourth session of the Council.
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ANNEX IV

Report by the Secretary-General on the United Nations
Programmes of Technical Lssistance

The Economic and Social Council

Takes note with appreciation of the report by the Secretary-General on the

United Nations progrrammes of technical assistance.-/

1/ E/3474
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ANNEX V

EXPENDED PROGRAMiiE OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

Country Prograruning Procedures: Project Programming

The Economic and Social Council,

Recalling its resolution 786 (QCKx) of 3 August 1960 on country programming

procedures,

Noting the Report of the Technical Assistance Board / on methods of implementing

the decisions of the Council in resolution 786 (XXX) to adopt project programming

and eliminate agency planning shares and sub-totals from the procedures of the,

Expanded Programme,

Considering that the 85% guarantee to participating organizations embodied in

Council resolution 542 (b) (XVIII) of 29 June 1954, although intended to protect

the participating organizations against sudden fluctuations in their share of

Expanded Programme resources, has never in fact come into effect and is incompatible

with the decision to abolish planning shares and sub-totals,

Believing further that it would be helpful to many governments in framing their

requests for assistance from the Expanded Progracrme, if they were given some

indication of the fields in which the participating organizations could most

effectively help them, as well as of the general principles which the Council

believes to be of greatest importance in the establishment of priorities for the

achievement of Expanded Programme goals,

1. Endorses, subject to the following considerations, the recommrlendations of

the Technical Assistance Board contained in its report on Project Programming

summarized in the Anne:: to this resolution:

(a) Although long-term projects should be prepared and submitted for their

entire duration, the period of Technical Assistance Committee approval for these

projects should not be more than four years; consideration to the extension of such

projects will be given by the Technical Assistance Committee only in those

exceptional cases where there is adequate technical justification for such extension

and satisfactory evidence of efforts being made to complete such projects and

transfer the responsibility for them to the recipient governments without undue

delay;

E/TAC/105
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(b) The Technical Assistance Board should exercise especial vigilance against

the possibility of the Expanded Programme losing flexibility, particularly as a

result of long-termpn"rooects takingrS up- too large .proportion: of the Programme's

total resources and should report to the Technical Assistance Committee on this

subject in respect of oach programming period;

(c) The two-year programming cycle should be extended on an experimental.

basis for the years 1963-64 and the Technical Assistance Committee should review.

the position again in the summer of 1963;

(d) In future the Executive Chairman's contingency authority should be approved

by the Technical Assistance Committee for a full programming period, subject to

continuing close review' by the Executive Chairman of authorizations carried over

from,one year to the next; the amount of the authority should be subject to future::

review by the' Technical Assistance Committee at the request of the. Executive

Chairman in the light of experience;

2. Decides that paragraph (vi) of resolution' 542 (B) (XVIII) establishing: a

lower limit of 85% of its share in the preceding programme for the share .of any

participating organization in a current programme shall no longer apply

3. Requests the Executive Chairman, in determining the use of his planning.

reserve for the 1963-64 programming period, to take fully into account the

desirability of continuing adequato provision for the needs of the developing

countries for assistanoe in the fields of activity covered by.the '1MO, ITU, ICAO

and IAEA ,

4.' Invites the participating organizations to prepare for the information of

governments interested in receiving assistance from the. Expanded Programme in

1963-64 and subsequent programming periods concise statements .of the ways in which

they can be of particular assistance to countries in the process of development,

especially by technical co-operation most closely related to the governments'.own

development plans; . ...

5. Decides that 'the Technical Assistance Committee shall prepare at its. 1962

summer session an indication of the most appropriate principles for the guidance

of governments wishing to establish priorities for ass:istnoce under. the Expanded

Programme.
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Annex: Report of the Technical Assistance Board
on "Project Programming" (E/TAC/105)

SU'.iARIZED VERSION

1. Introduction. In 1960, the Economic and Social Council adopted resolution

786 (XXX) on country programming procedures. This resolution approved in principle

the system of project programming recommended by TAB (E/TI.C/97). It also requested

the Board to submit to MTC, at its 1961 summer session, specific recommendations for

simplification and improvement of the programming procedures, "in particular by

project programming, the elimination of agency sub-totals from country planning

targets and the elimination of the present system of agency planning shares".

2. The present report has been submitted in response to this resolution of the

Council. It also includes the Board's views on the question of the level of regional

programmes, which was referred to it by the Committee last year.

3. As already stated in its first report on "project programming " (E/TAC/97), the

Board recommends the adoption of project programming with effect from 1963, i.e.

after the expiration of the 1961-62 biennium for which a programme has already been

approved by the Committee.

4. Definition of short-term and long-term projects. As mentioned later (para. 17),

the Board recommends the extension of the two-year programming cycle for another

biennium covering 1963-64. Using the programming period as the dividing line

between short and long-term projects, the Board recommends the following definitions:

(a) Any project planned to be started and completed within twenty-four

consecutive months will be considered a short-term project; and

(b) Any project of a longer duration will be considered a long-term project.

5. Proportion of long-term and short-term projects. The Committee had stressed

the need for greater flexibility in the programme, and the importance of avoiding

"a proliferation of long-term projects, thereby freezing in advance an unduly high

proportion of the available resources for such projects"o To maintain a suitable

balance between short-term and long-term projects, some members wanted the Board to

examine the desirability of fixing some flexible percentage limit up to which it

would be permissible to authorize long-term projects.
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6. The Board feels that, at least in the initial stages of project programming, it

would be desirable not to fix a proportion, eyen on Dn flexible basis, between short-

term and long-term projects. It feels- that the Committee will be in a position to

judge the effect of long-term commitments on future programmes only after alllong-

term projects continuing beyond 1962 are prepared and. submitted with cost estimates,

year by year, for their entire duration; and that, for 1963-64, it should be

sufficient for the Board to exercise necessary vigilance in respect of the forward

commitments of long-term projects, and to report to the Committee should any serious

difficulties be encountered. The Board will also consider in due course the

relationship between short and long-term projects for future programme periods.

Some essentials of project programming

7. Preparation of long-term projects under a system of project programming will

have two distinguishing features:. (a) each project would be prepared in considerable

depth and for its entire duration; and (b) it would be rpproved for its whole

duration subject to a maximum period to be suitably defined.

8. Articulation of project. Normally, a long-term project submission should be

prepared so as to contain the following basic information in concise form:

(a) Naturo of project covering (i) the main objectives of the project;.

(ii) its relationship to any wider levelopment plan or programme,

or to any specific targets, whether or not relatedl to the latter; and

(iii) its relationship to other similar or complementary projects,

whether past or existing, including assistance requested from other

sources.

(b) Duration of. project with estimated commencement and completion dates.

(c) Project components showing the typos of assistanco to be provided,..'

namely exports, fellowships, equipment al supplies.

(d) Estimated cost of project with detiloed brneak-do.nm .for. tho first

biennium of operation and total estimated costs for each year, or each

programming period, thereafter up to its completion.

(e) Counterpart support of the Government indicating (i) facilities to be

provided by the Government; and (ii) availability of counterpart

personnel and of candidates' for fellowships and arrangements to be made

for national counterparts.
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(f) Future of the project: clans, if any, for continuing the project after

international assistance has been completed.

9. Project authorization. The Board has considered the question in the light of

last year's discussions of TAC and on the recommendation now made by the Board to

continue the two-year cycle on an experimental basis for the years 1963-64. For

the present, it suggests that the maximum period of project authorization may be

tentatively fixed at six*years, subject to a further review of this question in the

summer of 1963 at the time of re-examining the question of the optimum programming

cycle.

10. Programme submission. Long-t~rm projects will be prepared and submitted for

the entire period of their duration even though TLC authorization may be restricted

to a maximum period of six years at one time. The programme may be conveniently

submitted to TAC in four parts dealing respectively with:

(a) New short-term projects;

(b) New long-term projects;

(c) Long-term projects already authorized; and

(d) Major chances introduced in the authorized long-term projects.

11. Programme approval. As already mentioned, the Committee would be asked to

approve long-term projects for their full duration up to a maximum of six* years.

But these will be resubmitted for approval (i) at the end of the initial six* years

if they are planned to continuehbeyond that period, or (ii) rt an earlier date if

the projects undergo major changes that would require TAC approval.

*Note: The Committee has decided to fix the maximum period of project

authorization at four, instead of six, years mentioned in paras. 9-11 above (vide

resolution above).

12. Change in projects. During the operational period changes in projects may

be authorized by the Executive Chairman and reported to the Committee through the

Board's annual report on programme activities.

13. If substantive changes are contemplated for subsequent programme periods,

prior approval of TAC would be required in respect of:

(a) Any change in the purpose, objective or scope of a project of such a

nature as to render obsolete the information provided under paragraph 8

above;
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(b) Any substantive change in the types of assistance requested requiring

the addition or substitution of experts, felIowShiS'and"quipmont;

(c) Any change resulting in a revision by more than 20 per cent of the

estimated costs of the project as approved for tha'-onsuing'year or

years.

14. To maintain sufficient operational flexibility, the Executive Chairman may,

when necessary, approve any substantive change in the types of assistance requested

requiring the addition or substitution.of exports, fellowships, and equipment and

supplies in anticipation of TAC .pproval. Such cases would be reported to TAC at

the time of seeking approval for other programmo changes mentioned in paragraph 13

above.

15. Plans of operations. Once long-term projects are formulated on the lines

indicated above, it should not be difficult to work out, in consultation with the

fecipient Governments, suitable plans of operations for carrying out those projectso

Long-term projects show considerable variations from one organization to another

and, consequently, a plan of operation that would be appropriate for one organization

may fl be § fr 9The0s H§w9v§e, th@ BQPtaR bo § p 1?40r tg§ m s11imer the 4
d@aORbhilit, and thQ h@AgiJbilitaFy 0 Ylyfin A gimplP but '@tt@84i@ PiB4^rd lpe

of §peitzion whihI A4th §Wlme §hMnq§ ool4j4 b§ 6doptod to moo@t hi fje§

of @fih osrganiAtimon

16, DuLaton of the o g immin oy1, Two.yor progrw apni wfa ~a4eot by TAC

On an r xprimental baoi fur l:96l-62.e. The qu3otioft therofro AriOe§ whetheo the

itroduotion of eprqjo rot prarimina Ahould E o'r9Ede the twoyagar eyele or Whether

it would be desirable to oontinue the amo oyole oven under prjoeat prorammin,:

17. While roeanizine that the question nt@eIIo Mthrh on teogatlon, the Board
oonmiders it important to prevent too many prooeAural oh' nee within a ehert p6riOd

of time. It ha. arrived at the oonolusion Wh Any deaiioan to revert to on=yoear

programminr would4 b pmature at thiu tage and reoommlndul

(A) That the two-yeaor programming oyolo adopted on an experimental beaie

be continued for a furthor period of two yoear oovorsin 19663 an1.964 and
*(b) That the quontion of the programmina oyolo be reoonuidrd at the 1963

.ummor .ea.ion of TAO in the lihth of the praotioal eXporienoo that will
have been ained during the intervoning period.
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18. Within this two-year cycle, the Board intends to carry out an informal annual

review of the programme to facilitate its implementation with such adjustments as may

be found necessary,

19. Advancing the planning period. The general question of advancing the planning

time-table by one year can be more appropriately considered after the actual

introduction of project programming and in the light of the experience gained.

20. Meanwhile, th9 transition from the present system to project programming,

embracing the large number of projects that will continue beyond 1963, will involve

a good deal of additional work. Consequently, the Board expects to initiate the

preparation of the 1963-64 programme immediately after decisions have been taken by

TAC and the Council on the proposals submitted in this report.

21. Planning of "country progranmres". The introduction of- "project programming"

will greatly facilitate continuity of operations on long-term projQcta_. The

continuing commitments of projects already authorized must, however, be treated as

the minimum level of an agency's activities in a given country. The aggregate of

the commitments of all the Participating Organizations will thus set the floor below

which the target of that country should not be allowed to fall. This will have to

be treated as the most important element in fixing individual country:'targets.

22. In addition, the Board will, as in the past, have to consider'the resources

available for-the programme as a whole. Due consideration will have'to be given

also to such factors as per capita income and size of population, the extnrt of

assistance from''other' sources, anid the capacity for absorbing technical assistance.

23. The official letter of the Executive Chairman to a recipient Government

communicating the country target would, among other things, emphasize the following

points:

(a) The over-all programme-requests must not exceed the target;

(b) The continuing commitments in respect of long-term projects which

may depart from the amounts already authorized only within the limits

set in paragraph 13 (c) above, should be considered as a first charge

against the target;

(c) Subject to the above, the Government should feel free to use the balance

of funds for new projects to meet its priority needs,
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24. In order to avoid substantial fluctuations in the total amounts entrusted to

each Participating Organization from year to year, sub-para. B II' (vi) of Council

resolution 542 B (XVIII) provided that the amount allocated to each of them for tho

coming year'"shall not be less than 85 per cent of the amount allocated to them

under the current year's I'rogramme, except thEat if' the estimated net financial

resources for the ensuing year fall below total allocations made during the current

year, the amount allocated to each Participating Organization shall not be less

than 85 per cent of its proportion of the allocation for the current year". The

Board assumes that this provision of the governing legislation will not be affected*

by any amendments to be introduced as a result of the revised country programming

procedures.

* Note: The Comnittae has docidod to eliminate this provision from project-

programming procedures.

25. Preparation of country programme-requests. Under project programming the

Resident Representatives will have a greater role to play in co-ordinating the

consultations between the various ministries or departments and the Participating

Organizations. Where Governments experience difficulty in formulating long-term -/

projects, the Participating Organizations and the Resident Representative may have

to give them necessary assistance.

26. The Participating Organizations will continue to render technical advice and

guidance at the request of the Governments as described in 3/TAC/lO5, para. 38.

They will take necessary steps to keep the TIB representatives fully informed of the

different phases' of thleir work and will provide technical advice to them. The TAB

representatives will, when so requested, act on behalf of the Participating

Organizations.

27. Successful operation of project programming will depend to a great extent on a

fully satisfactory functioning of the national planning and co-ordinating machinery.

Recipient Governments wrill therefore have to be encouraged in every possible way to

reinforce their present planning and co-ordinating units, in order to make these

units fully representative of the various services concerned with economic and social

development and to invest them rith adequate authority.

28. As under existing procedures, the Government will finalize its country.

programme-request in consultation with the Resident Representative malking adequate

provision to cover all continuing commitments (resolution 542 (XVIII)) and transmit
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it to the Executive Chairman and the Participating Organizations through the Resident

Representative. The Board will examine the individual prograrnme-requests and submit

the over-all programne to TAC for review and approval.

29. Regional and inter-regional projects. The Board has.examined the question of

the level of regional programming in the light of last year's TAC discussions, and

of the growing need for the regional approach, particularly in the newly independent

and emergent countries of Africa. The Board considers it desirable to raise the

over-all percentage ceiling for regional and inter-regional projects to a somewhat

higher level applicable to all the Participating Organizations and to supplement it

to some extent for four agencies, i.e. ICAO, ;EiO,~ITU and DE. Accordingly, the

Board makes the following specific recommendations:

(a) That the proportion of funds to be devoted to regional and inter-

regional projects be raised to 15 per cent of the over-all

resources available for the field programme;

(b) That an additional 1 per cent of the same resources be set aside

for ICAO 7MJO, ITU and I.EL; and

(c) That the amounts so retained be allocated by the Executive Chairman

among the Participating Organizations, due consideration being

given to their respective programmes for 1961-62;

(d) The Board further recommends that these proposals be adopted for

the 1963-64 biennium and that the whole question be again reviewed

in summer 1963.

30. Category II programme. The function of the Category II programme may continue

to be the same as now and without any change in its present level, i.e., usually

about 50 per cent of Category I.

31. To be promoted from Category II to Category I a long-term project will have to

satisfy the following conditions: its preparation and submission should conform to

the outline given in paragraph 8 above; enough savings should be identified by the

Organization concerned for financing the project within the operational biennium, as

is also the case at present; if the project is expected to continue beyond the

programming biennium, the Government should give necessary advance assurance for its

continuation; and the project will have to be submitted to TAC for approval in due

course.
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32. Planning reserves. The Board feels that the present arrangement should be

maintained at least for the preparation of the 1963-64 programme, i.e. 2 per cent of

the resources to be held in reserve by the Participating Organizations at the.

planning stage for making marginal adjustments..(such as increase in project costs)

in their final regional or country -programmest and 3 per cent by the EXecutive

Chairman for-making adjustments in country programmes and for assisting new or

smaller agencies in the development of their programmes.

Financial matters

33. The present legislation provides for annual allocation of funds to the

Participating Organizations to implement a proramme:n.approved on a two-year basis.

All that is necessary at this stage is to extend the financial provisions relating to

1961'-62 to the 1963-64 biennium, with appropriate change in language to take into

account that the Programme is planned and approved on a "project programming" basis.

34. As for "project financing", the Board feels that this question could be best

reviewed at a later stage, and that, for the time being at least, changes in the

financial procedures of the programme should be kept to a minimum. The Board 0
therefore recommends the continuation in 1963-64; ofthe basic financial provisions

governing allocations of funds to the Participating Organizations as well as of the

regulations on earmarking and obligation of funds.

35. The Board also recommends maintaining* for 1963-(64 the existing rules and

procedures relating to contingency authorizations to meet urgent needs during the

biennium.

*Note: This has been modified by the Committee andy.based on the subsequent

recommendation of the Executive Chairman, it has decidlbd to establish his

c.6ntingency authority also on a twro-year basis.
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AN0EX VI

Allocation of Administrative and Operational
Services Costs between Regular and Expanded

Programme Budgets

The Economic and Social Council,

Recalling its resolution 702 (YX"VI) and 737 (XXVIII),

Having considered the report of the Advisory Committee for Administrative

and Budgetary Questionsj- on the allocation of Administrative and Gperational

Services Costs between regular and Expanded Programme budgets,

1. Decides, as a further interim solution, that allocations from the Special

Account towards the Administrative and Operational Services costs of the

participating organizations for 1963 and 1964 shall be made in the form of lump

sum amounts which shall be the equivalent of 12 per cent of one half of the 1961-

1962 project costs,

2. Decides further that the provisions of paragraph 1 above shall apply with

some measure of flexibility to the International Civil Aviation Organization, the

International Telecommunications Union, the World Meteorological Organization and

the International Atomic Energy Agency, and that these organizations and the

Technical Assistance Board shall take this factor into account in preparing their

request for allocations towards Administrative and Operational Services costs,

3. Decides that any portion of funds for Administrative and Operational Services

costs to whichan organization is entitled but which is not required by the

organization for this purpose, shall be included in the planning reserve of the

:-ecutive Chairman of the Technical Assistance Board.

I/ A/4774
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ANNLEX VII

Questions relating to the Special Fund and the Expanded Progre.mme
of Technical Assistance

The Economic and Social Council,

Recalling its resolution 795 (XX() of 3 August 1960 on coordination in the

field,

Being aware of the problems that the diversity of aid available through the

Un-ited Nations system presents to governments seeking to coordinate and expand

.their national development programmes,

Desiring to make further efforts to assist the governments concerned in meeting

these problems and in getting maximum value from the assistance they receive by

relating it to their development needs and programmes,

' xeaffirmin its belief that the Resident Representatives and the regional

economic commissions have a particularly important role to play in assisting

governments in this respect,

Noting the use that is already being made of resident representatives by the

specialized agencies and the International Atomic Energy Agency as shown in

paragraph 32 of the 1961 report of the Advisory Committee on Administrative and

Budgetary Questions on the administrative budget of the specialized agencies /

and that resident representatives have been made available in the past year to a

number of additional countries in Africa and elsewhere at the request of those

governments,

Noting with approval the view expressed by the Administrative Committee on

Coordination that the central role in developing closer cooperation among the

various branches of the United Nations family in individual countries will have to

be played by the resident representatives on behalf of the agencies participating

in the Expanded -Programme of Technical Assistance and acting on behalf of the

special Fund, and that they will need increasing support from the participating

organizations to enable them to discharge the increasingly heavy responsibilities

of their 'office,

1/! Document A/4599
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Noting finally. that the resolution on economic and technical assistance

adopted by the forty-fifth International Labour Conference stressos-the desirability

of strengthening the coordinating role of these representatives as the channel of

contact with governments concerning technical cooper?.tion,

Believing, in view of the growing importance of the resident representatives,

that stress should continue to be laid on a.ppointing on as brcI.d a geographical

basifs as possible persons of high calibre and with a. wide lnowledge of the activities

of the United Nations and its related agencies in the economic and social field,

tthiat increasing efforts should be made to secure such representatives and their

staffs from the developing countries, and that they should be fully informed of

conditions and problems in t!he countries which they serve,

1. ,Considers that the services of rusident representatives should be made avail-

ablo wherever possible to countries whose Governments request them and that they

should maintain afpropriate cooperation with the I:'xecutive Secretaries of the

regional economic commissions

2. .Uries the Administrative Cornrittee on Coordination, -in consultation with the

;->xecutive Chairman of the Technical Assistance Board and the L:ainaging Director of

the Special Fund, to ensure that a high standard of represent.tion is mr.int&ined

in all countries served by resident representatives and that edo-cuate support, both

substantive and administrative, is made available to them;

3. Reiterates the hope that governments to whom resident representatives are

accredited will continue to make full use of their services and of the services' of

the regional economic commissions and, for information only, the:efore, without this

involving an extension of the responsibilities of the resident representatives,

keep them generally appraised of their development plans and requests for technical

assistance to the extent those governments consider this useful;

4. Requests the Administrative Committee on Coordination, in furtherance of

paragraph '3 of Council resolution 795(XX.Q), to submit to the Council a.t its thirty-

fourth session proposals by which resident representatives may, for purposes of

coordination, be kept informed about and, as appropric.te, associated with enquiries

and negotiations concerning programmes of technical cooperation undertaken or

contemplated by the United Nations, the specialized a.gencies and the International
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Ltomic Energy Agency, whether financed from voluntary funds, including the

D -anded Programme of Technical Assistance, the Special Fund and the United

N1Ttions Children's Fund, or from the regular budgets of their respective

organizations;

5°.. Further requests the Administrative Committee on Coordination to transmit

its proposals to the ad hoc Committee established by the Council at its thirty-

second session and to the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary

,~uestions in time for the latter's say 1962 Session with a view to the comments

of those two bodies being available along with the Administrative Committee on

Coordination's proposals for consideration by the Council at its thirty-fourth

session.
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Topic 38: EXPANDED PROGRAM OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

The following resolution of the Twenty-Eighth Session of the
Executive Board (WHO) should be annexed to Document CD13/21s

Resolution EB28.R15

EXPANDED PROGRAMME OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: PROGRAMMING PROCEDURES

The Executive Board,

Having considered the report of the Director-General on the programming
procedures which the Technical Assistance Board is recommending to the
Technical Assistance Committee9

1. EXPRESSES its appreciation of this further step in the development of the
programming procedures of the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance;
and, further,

2. EXPRESSES the hope that the programmes to be carried out in any period
will be approved by the Technical Assistance Committee sufficiently in
advance of the beginning of the programme period to permit full implementation
of the planned programme; and

3. REQUESTS the Director-General to report on further development to the
Executive Board at its twenty-ninth session.

(Fourth Meeting, 30 May 1961)

directing council


